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SUMMARY
Electrostimulation denotes the influence of a static electric field (EF) on cell behavior and
tissue formation. Several electrostimulation techniques have been reported to yield both
increased rates of tissue recovery and reduced healing times in wounds. In dentistry, such
techniques are being study and implemented to increase the bone formation around dental
implants, which are devices inserted in the jaw bone to replace the root of a missing tooth.
Although the biological effects of electrostimulation are well documented by experimental
evidence, the exact underlying biological mechanisms influenced by the EF are still matter of
discussion. In order to fill the gap, numerical models have gained interest as useful tools for
providing information about the interaction paths.
The purpose of this research is to analyze possible EF interaction mechanisms that may
take place during bone formation around a dental implant using a numerical approach. Ac-
cordingly, we have formulated and implemented mathematical models describing the influence
of the EF in the most critical biological processes leading to bone formation at the bone-dental
implant interface. The numerical solutions reproduce the distribution of spatial-temporal pat-
terns describing the influence of EF during blood clotting, cell migration, granulation tissue
formation and formation of new bone. Since the numerical approach also allows us to analyze
the influence of both chemical and electrical stimuli on cell dynamics, a numerical study of
cell migration in the presence of an electric field, or electrotaxis, is also conducted.
Numerical results indicate that electrostimulation promotes blood clot formation near
the implant surface. Moreover, the presence of the electrical stimulus directs cell migration
and increases the cell migration speed in agreement with the experimental findings on cell
electrotaxis. A higher cell migration also accounts for a larger number of cells colonizing
the implant surface. Furthermore, formation of granulation tissue in the presence of an EF
is higher near the implant surface. Since the EF exposure increases both cell colonization
and new tissue formation at the implant surface, numerical calculations show that the use
of electrostimulation induces new bone formation at the bone-dental implant interface up to
osseointegration (anchoring of the dental implant with the host bone) in less amount of time.
These results are in agreement with experimental observations, and provide additional
information on the EF interaction mechanisms with cells and tissues during wound healing,
and ultimately, towards osseointegration. Given this agreement, the numerical framework is
suitable to explore electrostimulation in other clinical scenarios, especially those dealing with
different types of tissues and other electrostimulation modalities.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Based on initial researches made in the 1800’s, it is recognized that biological tissues and
specially bone have a characteristic electrical behavior [1]. In the presence of a compression
load, the electrical response of bone is an electronegative potential that in turn stimulates
new bone deposition. In contrast, when tension is applied an electronegative potential appears
inducing resorption of bone matrix [2]. The control of this osteogenic behavior by applying an
external electric field is the base of the electrostimulation and many electrotherapy techniques
[3].
The biological effects of electrostimulation are more a consequence of the intensity of
the stimulus rather than its frequency [2]. It also has been found that the effects of static
stimulus may last for hours, days and even weeks, and therefore, they may influence long-
lasting biological processes such as growth development and wound healing [1]. These findings
support the preferential use of static electrical fields and its related biological influence [4].
In general terms, it has been established that cells in an external electric field tend to align
perpendicular to the field lines [5]. This cell alignment is related to cell adhesion, cell migration
and tissue contraction events also observed in vitro during the application of external static
electric fields [6]. Cell movement and speed are also biased by the presence of the external
electric field. This phenomenon, called electrotaxis, has been found to be dependent on the
time of the stimulus, the intensity of the applied electric field and the presence of molecular
activators like calcium ions [7].
Although the effects of electrostimulation had been observed specially in bone, cartilage,
ligament, muscle and skin [5,8], there is no general consensus about the underlying biological
(and mechanical) processes influenced by the external electrical stimulus nor the frequency,
and intensity of the applied electric field. Furthermore, several studies indicate that magnetic
fields may also influence tissue formation [4, 6]. However, since biological tissues are almost
“insensitive” to magnetic fields, its effects are tend to be less observed and evaluated [4], and
again, there is no consensus about the nature of the magnetic stimulus and the underlying
biological effects.
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Despite the lack of knowledge, experimental evidence is clear in pointing out the influence
of electrostimulation in tissue formation, including bone growth [8–11]. As a consequence,
it has strong applicability as a therapeutic alternative provided its relatively easy usage and
implementation, low cost of treatments and it few secondary effects [8].
Nevertheless the great amount of knowledge obtained from experimental models which
explain the biological process of bone formation [12,13], mathematical models and computa-
tional simulations have proven useful in providing additional information about the interaction
mechanisms between proteins, cells and tissues during the entire healing process [14,15]. Nev-
ertheless, although experimental results support the influence of electrostimulation in bone
growth [2, 8], to the best of our knowledge, there is no mathematical model aimed at under-
standing the interaction mechanisms between the EF and bone formation.
Therefore, in this thesis we present the formulation and implementation of a mathematical
model dealing with the influence of the electrostimulation in the bone growth process. For
application purposes, the bone growth needed for the osseointegration of a dental implant is
studied. The results propose remarks about the relation between electrostimulation and bone
growth at the bone-dental implant interface, primary issue for a long-lasting osseointegration
[16].
This model can be considered part of a relatively new modeling strategy in which biology
and mechanics, both already combined in a computational approach known as computational
mechanobiology, are put together with the electrical response of bone and related tissues, an
approach better known as computational bioelectrics.
1.2 Scope of the research
Previous researches have established that cell migration can be controlled by an external
electric field by inducing electrotaxis [1, 5]. Electrotaxis may cause electrical polarization
of the cell, and stimulate the synthesis of signaling molecules needed for cell migration by
chemotaxis [1]. In addition, there is a relation between the applied electric field, the cell
adhesion mechanism and the orientation profile of cells adhered to a substrate [4]. Studies
with electroactive surface materials revealed increments in cell adhesion when using electros-
timulation [6]. In consequence, electrostimulation may enhance bone formation possibly by
influencing the signaling mechanisms on the osteocyte network [17]. Therefore, it is suitable
to establish a relation between an external electric field, cell migration and bone growth.
For the case of dental implants, it is plausible to consider that a higher rate of cell migra-
tion towards the implant surface, with a consequent higher adhesion rate over the implant,
is responsible for a faster and better wound healing at the bone-dental implant interface,
which ultimately increases bone formation over the implant and the rate of osseointegration.
Accordingly, this thesis is aimed at supporting the following propositions:
• Electrostimulation has a role on cell migration at the bone-dental implant interface and
on the implant osteoinduction.
• Cell migration at the bone-dental implant interface is increased by electrostimulation
due to electrotaxis. This phenomenon increases the number of osteogenic cells at the
bone-dental implant interface, a process referred here as electro-osteoconduction.
• Higher rates of cells and molecules adhesion at the bone-dental implant interface are
obtained by using electrostimulation.
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• Cell contractile forces at the bone-dental implant interface can be reduced or better sup-
ported by using electrostimulation, thus improving the osseointegration of the implant.
• Electrostimulation improves bone growth at the bone-dental implant interface, increas-
ing the rate of osseointegration and reducing the healing time.
1.3 Objectives of the research
1.3.1 General objective
To formulate, implement and validate a mechanobiological mathematical model of the influ-
ence of electrostimulation in the bone growth over a dental implant.
1.3.2 Specific objectives
• To determinate the influence of electrostimulation in the mechanobiological process of
wound healing and bone growth at the bone-dental implant interface, and in the os-
teoinductive and osteoconductive properties of the implant surface.
• To formulate a mathematical model of bone growth over a dental implant considering
the most relevant biological factors and the influence of the electrostimulation on them.
• To implement the mathematical model using a self-programmed finite elements method
(FEM) subroutine and an available FEM software.
• To validate the numerical results in a qualitative and quantitative approach by using
previously reported experimental data.
1.4 Outline of this thesis
This thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 1 corresponds to this introduction.
Chapter 2 is dedicated to present dental implants as part of a prosthetic unit aimed at
replacing a missing tooth. The idea of osseointegration is also considered in Chapter 2,
together with some considerations about the implant surface that foster an adequate bone
formation. At this point, the biological process of wound healing of the implant insertion site
or bone-dental implant interface is reviewed. Finally, the most important biological, mechan-
ical and electrical elements needed to obtain a successful osseointegration are synthesized in
an schematic model, base for the mathematical models presented in the following chapters.
Prior to that, Chapter 3 reviews the modeling of biological systems and identifies three
mathematical models widely used in the literature to represent biologically-inspired behaviors.
These models are numerically implemented using the Finite Elements Method (FEM), the
numerical method used in the rest of this thesis, for which the generalities are given. Using
FEM, the chosen biological models are numerically solved and the results are discussed in
terms on the distribution of spatial-temporal patterns suitable to describe features observed
during the process of wound healing and bone formation at the bone-dental implant interface.
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Electrotaxis causes cell migration parallel to the electric field vector. It is known that
the electrical stimulus leading to electrotaxis is an overriding signal for other guidance cues
directing cell migration and that this cell migration is directed towards a preferential electrode
depending of the type of cells exposed. Therefore, the aim of Chapter 4 is to introduce a
mathematical model for electrotaxis in osteogenic cells. This model is implemented using FEM
as described in Chapter 2, using as domain an ideal 1-mm square Petri dish resembling an
osteoblasts-like cell culture. Results show the existence of numerical relations allowing the
quantification of the osteogenic cell migration speed when exposed to different EF strengths
and also to a chemical stimulus. Quantification of the cell colonization is also obtained. The
spatial-temporal patterns obtained after simulation are comparable with those found during
experimental electrotaxis, showing also that the EF is an overriding signal over chemotaxis.
Furthermore, results show that the colonization of the preferential electrode by the osteogenic
cells depends on the EF strength. Accordingly, the term electro-osteoconduction is introduced.
Numerical results compare favorably with experimental reports. Therefore, the model is
suitable to be used to describe tissue formation during wound healing in the presence of
electrostimulation.
As detailed in Chapter 2, the healing of the tissues damaged during the insertion of a
dental implant is performed by a sequence of biological events leading to the osseointegration
of the implant. The first part of this sequence is blood loss detention, and the transformation
of the poured blood into a fibrillar network made of fibrin, a process called blood clotting. The
latter can be simplified into the kinetic reaction between thrombin and fibrinogen that precedes
the conversion of fibrinogen into fibrin. Based on experimental observations of the electrical
properties of these molecules, Chapter 5 presents a hypothesis for the control mechanism
created by the presence of an static electrical stimulus in the formation of the blood clot.
Accordingly, the electrical stimulus increases the fibrillar network formation in such a way
that a preferential region of higher fibrin density can be obtained. This idea is validated by
means of a numerical model for the blood clot formation at the bone-dental implant interface.
Results compare favorably to experimental observations for blood clotting with and without
the application of the static electrical stimulus. From the results is observed that the density
of the fibrillar network depends on the strength of the static electrical stimulus, and that the
blood clot formation has a preferential direction of formation in the presence of the electrical
signal. These findings are the biological basis for the formation of viable electrostimulated
tissues during the subsequent biological events leading to bone formation at the bone-dental
implant interface.
As commented in this introduction, electrostimulation denotes the influence of a static
electric field on cell behavior and tissue formation. Several electrostimulation techniques have
been reported to yield both increased rates of tissue recovery and reduced healing times in
wounds. Therefore, and considering the results of the models presented in Chapters 3 - 5,
Chapter 6 introduces a mathematical model for electrically stimulated osteogenesis at the
bone-dental implant interface. The model describes the influence of the electric field in the
most critical biological processes leading to bone formation at the bone-dental implant inter-
face, as outline in Chapter 2. The numerical solution is able to reproduce the distribution of
spatial-temporal patterns describing the influence of electrostimulation during blood clotting,
osteogenic cell migration, granulation tissue formation, displacements of the fibrillar matrix,
and formation of new bone. In addition, the model describes the electrically mediated cell
behavior and tissue formation which lead to an increased osteogenesis in both smooth and
rough implant surfaces.
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Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes some intrinsic simplifications made during the modeling
process that can be addressed as future work to obtain more accurate predictions. These
simplifications are presented in the form of perspectives. Since numerical results obtained
using the numerical framework presented in this thesis compare favorably with experimental
evidence, final conclusion remarks also commented in Chapter 7 are intended to present the
approach as the basis for a prediction tool suitable to describe the outcome of electrostimu-
lation in clinical scenarios dealing with different types of cells, tissues and wounds.
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DENTAL IMPLANTS
2.1 Introduction
A dental implant is a biomaterial device inserted in the jaw bone to replace a missing tooth.
After placement, biological tissue recovery events create a firm, stable and long lasting con-
nection between the bone and the implant, a process called osseointegration [16, 18, 19]. An
adequate osseointegration is conditioned to the acceptance of the implant by the living tissues
as well as to the formation of viable bone over the implant surface [16,20]. The healing at the
connection zone or bone-dental implant interface depends on biological and patient-related
factors [16, 18], the implant design and surface [21–23], the load distribution between bone
and implant [23,24], the surgical procedure used for the implant placement [20,25], and more
recently studied, the electrical properties of biological tissues [4, 8].
Although the healing process at the bone-implant interface is deeply discussed in the ex-
perimental literature, in recent years mathematical models have gain insight for their capacity
of reproduce biological behavior, also regarding the wound healing process at the bone-dental
implant interface. Accordingly, some models describe the biological events leading to bone
healing [14, 26, 27], and others describe both the mechanical loading environment and the
implant surface interactions under the assumption of partially or even fully osseointegrated
interfaces [15,28,29].
This chapter provides a review of dental implants, the formation of the bone-dental implant
interface, the process of bone formation leading to osseointegration and previous numerical
strategies aimed at modeling the bone growth needed for to gain successful osseointegration
of a dental implant. In addition, the most prominent effects of electrostimulation in bone
are presented. The discussion is supported on a literature review of experimental evidence
that provides the guidelines for the mathematical modeling of the osseointegration of a dental
implant, taking into account biological, mechanical and electrical factors. Finally, the scope,
hypothesis and objectives of the research conducted in this thesis to formulate and implement
a new complementary numerical approach are presented.
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2.2 The bone-dental implant interface
Teeth are anatomic structures used during chewing. Each tooth has a crown, a neck and a
root [30, 31]. The crown is the visible part inside the mouth and the root lies inside the jaw
bone. The neck is the boundary between the crown and the root [30]. Teeth growth inside
the dental alveoli, a socket-like bone formation placed within the alveolar bone, the bone ridg
covering the jaw bone.
A dental implant is a biomaterial device surgically inserted in the jaw bone to replace the
root of a missing tooth [19, 32]. The implant is part of the prosthetic unit that replaces the
missing tooth and is formed by the abutment, the joint and the prosthesis that replaces the
missing crown (Fig. 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Detail of a screw-type dental implant. Adapted from [33].
The majority of available dental implants are made of commercially pure titanium [34],
given its proven biocompatibility or acceptance by the living tissues [21,35]. The biocompat-
ibility comprises the absence of corrosion and material wearing that may lead to undesirable
inflammatory responses, death of surrounding tissues or thrombus formations by unexpected
coagulation effects. It also implies that the living organism is not producing undesirable im-
munological responses such as increased antibody counting, cell mutations or formation of
7
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cancer cells [19, 33,35].
There are several types of dental implants, being the most recognized those with roughed
and screwed body, and with dimensions ranging from 6.0 mm to 16.0 mm length and 3.5
mm to 5.0 mm diameter, depending on the nature of tooth to be replaced [20, 23]. However,
the optimal length and diameter needed for a successful long-lasting implantation depends
on the anchorage conditions of the host bone, and the biological and mechanical factors
associated to bone healing [12, 13, 23, 24, 36, 37]. Therefore, nowadays there are available in
the market different geometries of dental implants, being the screw-type geometry introduced
in the 1960s by PI Branemark the most recognized [38]. This type of implant shows high
mechanical retention provided by its canaled body, has and outstanding ability in transferring
compressive forces, and provides adequate retention after insertion in the jaw bone, a process
called as primary stability [23,39].
Although the surface macro-topography of the implant, related to the screw-like geometry
and the canaled body, is relevant for the implant stability and stresses (forces) distribution,
the microtopography, described as the surface irregularities present on several commercial im-
plants, provide the implant with additional properties that improve their capability to interact
with the physiological environment [21, 33]. These surface irregularities are the results of ex-
posing the implant to different chemical and mechanical processes aimed at modify the implant
surface, creating a surface pattern similar to that left behind by the osteoclast resorption front
during bone remodeling [21, 39, 40]. Such a pattern allows the secretion products released by
the osteoblastic cells to interlace with the implant, ensuring bone formation directly over the
implant surface by fostering and improving cell adhesion and tissue attachment [41].
Besides the implant characteristics, the insertion procedure has been shown to be of im-
portance in the success of the prosthetic unit. The presence of a large number of bacteria
inside the mouth demands the injury caused during implant placement to be carefully pre-
served in order to avoid possible infections leading to implant loosening. According to this, the
most referenced insertion technique includes the implant coverage with the epithelial tissue
originally present at the insertion site [20,23,25,30,38,42]. The use of this technique reduces
the wound healing time by the temporally isolation of the implant from an environment rich
in microorganism such as the oral cavity, that ultimately increases the bone formation at
the implant surface by reducing the bacterial contamination risk [19, 20, 23]. Despite this
advantage, this technique, also known as the two-stages intervention, requires two surgical
interventions to complete the prosthesis placement [38]. During the first intervention, the
implant is inserted in jaw bone and covered by the epithelial tissue. About 4 to 6 week later,
a second intervention is carried out to remove the epithelium cover, expose the cortical side
of the implant and attach the abutment and the prosthesis [25]. The better primary stability
and primary healing of the bone-dental interface obtained using this technique is traded-off
by the higher trauma caused to the patience and the delay in completing the final dental
restoration [25].
However, there is another type of insertion technique in which the implant, the abutment
and the prosthesis are placed at the same time during a single surgical intervention. This
technique, known as single-stage intervention, avoids the epithelium coverage, reduces the
healing time and increases the patient benefit [43]. Nevertheless, and as can be expected, this
technique reports higher bacterial contamination problems present during wound healing, and
is less used in practice because it increases the chance of scar tissue formation (loosening of
the implant) due to the micromovements induced during the early loading of the prosthesis
and the implant underneath [23,43].
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2.3 Osseointegration
Although the evaluation of the anatomic characteristics of the host bone, the selection of
the implant and the use of an adequate insertion protocol are all conditions related to the
healing of the bone-dental implant interface, the implant osseointegration is, however, more
dependent on the bone formation directly over the implant surface [16, 20]. A successful
osseointegration requires the action of two phenomena: osteoinduction and osteoconduction
[16]. Osteoinduction is the process by which stem cells are somehow stimulated to differentiate
at the bone-dental implant interface into osteogenic cells which synthesize bone tissue (Fig.
2.2a). New bone deposition by these cells is known as osteogenesis (Fig. 2.2b) [16]. There
are two kinds of osteogenesis. A first called distant osteogenesis during which bone tissue is
initially deposited at the host bone and grows towards the implant surface [36], and a second
called contact osteogenesis during which bone tissue formation is carried out from the implant
surface towards the host bone (Fig. 2.2b) [36,44].
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the processes of osteoinduction, osteoconduction,
osteogenesis and osseointegration. See text for details.
There are two kinds of osteogenesis. A first called distant osteogenesis during which bone
tissue is initially deposited at the host bone and grows towards the implant surface [36], and a
second called contact osteogenesis during which bone tissue formation is carried out from the
implant surface towards the host bone (Fig. 2.2b) [36, 44]. Contact osteogenesis implies that
the implant surface is being colonized by the osteogenic cells [36]. This cell colonization, or
osteoconduction, allows bone to growth a biomaterial surface (Fig. 2.2c) [16,36]. This process
depends on the material biocompatibility and the implant surface characteristics [45,46]. More
specifically, osteoconduction creates a direct contact between the implant and the surrounding
9
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growing tissues. This biomaterial-tissue contact set the pathway for the wound healing process
to be successfully conducted, leading ultimately to the implant osseointegration (Fig. 2.2d).
2.4 Mechanobiology of the bone-dental implant interface
Healing at the bone-dental implant interface can be summarized into four biological stages,
each one associated with a characteristic biological event [12, 31] (Fig. 2.3), namely: 1)
Hematoma formation (bleeding and blood clotting), 2) clot degradation and wound cleans-
ing (fibrinolysis), 3) granulation tissue (fibroplasia and angiogenesis) formation, and 4) new
osteoid formation (bone modeling).
Figure 2.3: Biological stages of healing at the bone-dental implant interface [15,31,47].
Biological wound healing events are activated with the bleeding caused during the surgical
procedure of implant placement [25, 43]. After bleeding, the injured blood vessels constrict
and the platelets from the bloodstream are activated to form a plug which temporarily stops
the blood loss [48,49]. The temporary plug is then replaced by a haemostatic plug formed by
the reaction kinetics between two blood proteins, specifically, thrombin and fibrinogen [48,50].
Thrombin converts fibrinogen into fibrin fibers [48, 50]. These fibers accumulate to form the
fibrin clot, which completely detains the blood pouring about 10 minutes after the injury [51].
This fibrin clot also protects the tissue left exposed after implantation [12, 49]. Then, a
cleaning activity, carried out mainly by macrophages and neutrophils, starts the degradation
of some of the fibrin fibers to create paths for the migration of the osteogenic cells [31, 36].
Around the fourth day after injury, fibroplasia, the replacement of the fibrin clot with a
new extracellular matrix known as granulation tissue, is started. This new matrix, mainly
composed of collagen and new capillaries [12], provides mechanical and nutritional support for
the migration of the osteogenic cells [31]. Cell migration is stimulated by several molecules
released during blood clotting and platelet activation, such as the platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF), the transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) [36] and the fibroblast growth
factor (FGF) [47]. Between the seventh and the tenth day of healing, some of the fibroblasts
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present in the interface are transformed into myoblasts [13]. These cells have cytoplasmatic
microfilaments of α-actin of smooth muscle that allows them to generate the contractile forces
which contract the tissues under formation [12,13,36].
This contraction also appears when fibroblasts and osteogenic cells adhere to the fibrillar
network and begin to move through it in an attempt to colonize the implant surface [36].
Accordingly, cell migration causes displacement of the attached fibers, which eventually might
be separated from the implant surface [36, 41]. Such a separation prevents the cells from
reaching the implant surface, thus reducing tissue formation directly over the implant surface,
and increasing the risk of implant loosening [20].
Around fourteen days after injury, osteogenesis initiates the bone formation along the vas-
cular structures [31]. During osteogenesis, the granulation tissue is replaced by new collagen
fibers which are slowly mineralized to create the new bone matrix [24]. In the case of dental
implants, osteogenesis may be initiated either as direct osteogenesis or as contact osteogen-
esis [36]. During direct osteogenesis, the new bone is deposited from the host bone surface
and towards the implant surface. In contrast, during contact osteogenesis bone deposition is
started at the implant surface and evolves towards the host bone. Although contact osteoge-
nesis increases the rate of bone formation at the interface [36], the clinically accepted osseoin-
tegration rate of 80% is usually reached about 3-4 months after implant placement [20, 36].
During this time lapse, bone modelling and remodelling processes work together to fully re-
store the biomechanical integrity of the new bone and to consolidate the anchorage of the
dental implant [24].
Although the biological activity of wound healing concludes with the modeling and subse-
quent bone remodeling [24], the process is highly influenced by mechanical action throughout
the different stages. Accordingly, biological processes such as cell adhesion, cell migration,
together with external loading, modify the new tissue formation profile, as depicted in Fig.
2.4.
Figure 2.4: Mechanical phenomena occurring during the healing of the bone-dental implant
interface.
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The mechanical action interacts as follows. First, the adhesion forces produced by cells
attached to a substrate [52] activate chemical signaling [53], which control cell proliferation
and differentiation, as in the case of the platelet aggregation and activation stages [54].
Then, the contraction exerted by cells moving over a substrate [13] causes the displacement
of the attached fibrin fibers and their detachment from the implant surface [36,41]. This kind
of event is present during fibroplasia and modeling stages where fibroblasts and osteogenic
cells adhere to the fibrin network and begin to move through it in an attempt to colonize
the implant surface. Fibers detachment prevents suitable bone formation directly over the
implant surface and lead in consequence to an increased risk of implant rejection [20,32].
Finally, the mechanical activation caused by the application of an external load induces
the metabolic activity necessary to produce structural changes in the extracellular matrix of
the tissues under formation [24,37]. A phenomenon of this kind is particularly relevant during
bone mechanotransduction [55, 56], which is responsible for controlling functional adaptation
to external loads during tissue formation. The mechanical adaptation to this external action,
a bone property, is described by the Wolf’s Law [24, 40].
2.5 Electrostimulation and bone growth
The four stages leading to bone formation at the dental-implant interface are all influenced by
the EF. It has been found that platelets and fibrinogen, among many other molecules present
during blood clotting, tend to migrate towards the positive electrode when a potential dif-
ference is applied to a blood sample [57]. This behavior is the principle of electrothrombosis
and of a platelet measurement technique called electrical aggregometry. During electrothrom-
bosis, platelets are activated to form a thrombus or blood clot after the application of a
static EF [58]. In electrical aggregometry, two platinum electrodes are immersed in a blood
plasma sample. Platelets respond to the electrical stimulus by accumulating at the polarized
electrodes, making it possible to calculate the number of available cells [58].
In general, cell migration and speed are biased by applied static EFs [5, 7, 9]. Many
different types of cells exposed to static EFs have been found to migrate parallel to the EF
lines and towards a preferential electrode in response to electrotaxis [5, 6]. Since a static
EF induces reorientation of cell surface and signaling molecules such as integrins [4, 59], the
application of this kind of stimulus appears to be more important for cell migration than
chemical and hapotactic signals [6, 60]. In fact, it has been reported that an EF overrides
other cell migration cues [5], thus playing a significant role during cell recruitment for wound
healing and new tissue formation [1].
Furthermore, the use of electrostimulation increases bone formation and bone healing,
even in delayed unions and nonunions of long-bone fractures, in which a natural complete
healing is no longer expected [3]. Experimental studies conducted on animal protocols and
dental implants have shown that electrostimulation increases the rate of wound healing at the
bone-dental implant interface [11, 61]. Although this increase may in general lead to higher
osseointegration rates, it is important to identify the adequate dosimetry of the stimulus in
terms of intensity, exposure time, and length of treatment, to fully validate the effect of the
electrical stimulus on osseointegration [11,61].
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2.6 Modeling osseointegration
Although several biological and mechanical factors converge at the bone-dental implant inter-
face, most of the mathematical models available only consider the mechanical factors, leading
to conclusions regarding the long range viability of the implants, the loading distributions
and the mechanical behavior of the materials used in the implant manufacturing [29, 62]. In
this type of models, the formation of the bone-dental implant interface is not considered and
the assumed biological starting point is the complete and stable osseointegration [29].
There are also models approaching to the healing biological phenomena at the interface,
describing fibrous tissue formation as the results of mechanical variables [28] or by considering
the phenomenological behavior of the mechanics involved [63]. Nevertheless, there are models
with a biological framework that base their descriptions on phase changes at the interface [15]
and on variations of the cellular concentrations and extracellular matrix density [14, 26]. In
this cases, the equations used include specific terms describing cellular processes as mitosis,
proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis, as well as natural biological events leading to the
formation, transformation and degradation of the extracellular matrix [14,26,64].
Mechanobiological approach
A complete mechanobiological model for the formation of the bone-dental implant interface
leading to the implant osseointegration is still not know, although several works have succeeded
in the attempt of formulating mathematical description that include some of the biological
and mechanical events related to the wound healing process. Therefore, there are models
dealing with cell adhesion and proliferation [65, 66], blood coagulation [67, 68], angiogenesis
and cell contraction [69,70], and bone formation [14,27].
Considering the biological and mechanical nature of the wound healing process at the
bone-dental implant interface, and the results provided by the above mentioned mathematical
models, the following elements are to be included in the formulation of a robust mechanobi-
ological model for the bone-dental implant interface:
1. The biological stages of wound healing at the interface may be assumed as a sequence
of events in a time scale divided in minutes, hours, days, weeks and months [12,15,47].
2. The bleeding stage may be simplified as the formation of the fibrin clot by the reaction
kinetics between thrombin and fibrinogen [12,48].
3. The fibrinolysis stage may be considered as a natural clot degradation term, whereas the
fibroplasia and the angiogenesis can be simplified in a single event leading to synthesis
of new collagen matrix [13].
4. The formation and replacement of the collagen matrix by new bone is related to the
presence of an specific concentration of osteogenic cells and the presence of a chemoa-
tractant signal controlling cell migration and proliferation [14,36,44].
5. The adequate bone formation around the dental implant depends on the surface topog-
raphy and the formation of the cementation line [41,53].
6. The adhesion mechanical factors may be considered as part of the cell differentiation
process and should be related to the implant surface topography and the implant os-
teoinduction and osteoconduction properties [41].
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7. The contraction and activation mechanical factors are similar at a micro-structural
level and therefore may be simplified as the viscoelastic behavior of the fibrillar fibrin
matrix that compounds the blood clot [71] and guides the subsequent bone formation
process [40,72].
8. The loading effects over the implant may be neglected if the recommended initial healing
time of three to six months prior to prosthesis placement is considered [20,73].
9. The surface irregularities of the dental implant influence the cell and proliferation pro-
files, as is shown through experimental assays [36,41].
Furthermore, considering the experimental results on electrostimulation and the reported
influence of EF on both cell dynamics and tissue formation [5, 6], specially bone [3, 61], the
following elements are to be included in the formulation of a bioelectric model of the osseoin-
tegration of a dental implant:
1. Since thrombin and fibrinogen have a net electrical charge, the presence of an external
electric field induce an electric force in these molecules that guides their accumulation
towards a preferential electrode [57].
2. The adhesion properties of the implant surface can be increased by using electroactive
surface treatments [21, 59]. Furthermore, the presence of an electric stimulus induces
a surface electric charge that mediates the absorption of biomolecules needed for cell
adhesion directly over the implant surface [59].
3. Cell migration is electrically controlled as due to electrotaxis [5]. Therefore, cell migra-
tion speed and cell accumulation over the implant surface can be electrically mediated.
4. Electrical stimulation enhances the synthesis of collagen % [60,74] and therfore increases
the formation of granulation tissue.
5. The bonding capacity of the tissues under formation is reinforced by influence of the
electrical stimulus in both the integrins and the focal contacts intervening in cell ad-
hesion [4]. Accordingly, the contraction forces exerted during cell migration can be
counteracted by an electrical adhesive force that reduces tissue detachment from the
implant surface [75].
6. Cell elongation during electrostimulation [5] can be considered as a change in the contact
area of the cells when colonizing the implant surface, thus enhancing the adhesion forces
and the tissue bonding capacity [9, 59].
7. Electrical stimulation enhances bone growth at the bone-dental implant interface but
also directly over the implant surface [11,61]. Therefore, electrical stimulation increases
the rate of contact osteogenesis, reducing the time lapse for osseointegration [10,76].
Most of these elements were used for the formulation of a new mathematical model with
a bioelectric approach. This model includes the biological stages described in Fig. 2.3, some
of the mechanical factors described in Fig. 2.4, the displacement of the new tissues caused by
the contraction exerted during cell migration [36], the implant surface irregularities, and the
effects of electrostimulation. A schematic of this new model is shown in Fig. 2.5, in which the
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sequence of biological stages is shown at the left side, and the aspects considered at each stage
are shown at the right side. The right-most boxes summarize the most important aspects used
at each event, which also represent the simplifications made to the complex chain of biological
and mechanical phenomena leading to the osseointegration of a dental implant.
Figure 2.5: Schematic of a mechanobiological model of the osseointegration of a dental im-
plant.
This model simplifies the biological wound healing process as a sequence of stages each one
associated to a series of events. In this way, the bleeding and coagulation stage is simplified
as the fibrin blood clot formation by the kinetic reaction between thrombin and fibrinogen.
During fibroplasia osteogenic cell migration is initiated by the presence of a chemoatractant
signal. The new collagen matrix formation by the osteoprogenitor cells simplifies the fibropla-
sia and angiogenesis processes in a single stage called granular tissue [12]. The displacement
of the osteoprogenitor cells over the collagen matrix causes fibrillar contraction conditioned to
the viscoelastic response of the fibers and the collagen mechanical properties. This contrac-
tion constitutes the interaction between biological and mechanical factors presented in this
mechanobiological model. Finally, the new bone formation process, conditioned to the surface
topography of the implant included as a numerical parameter and the adequate formation of
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the cemented line due to the contact osteogenesis process, leads to the initial osseointegration
of the dental implant.
In addition, the influence of electrostimulation at each stage is included as modifying
effects. Accordingly, blood clotting is influenced by the electrical charge of both thrombin
and fibrinogen, fibroplasia is influenced by electrotaxis, granular tissue formation is enhanced
by the increased collagen synthesis, and bone modeling is governed by the joint activity of
the chemical and electrical stimuli at the bone-dental implant interface. Further details about
the model implementation are introduced in Chapters 5 and 6.
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CHAPTER 3
BIOLOGICAL MODELING AND COMPUTATIONAL
IMPLEMENTATION USING THE FINITE ELEMENTS METHOD
3.1 Introduction
Applications of mathematical modeling in developmental biology has motivated the formu-
lation of numerical models that after being solved lead to spatial-temporal patterns [77].
According to the characteristics of the patterns, these models can be classified in two cate-
gories, i.e., models of chemical interaction and models of cell movement interaction, with the
former subdivided into gradient models and reaction models [78].
Gradient models are mathematical models for chemical substances experiencing differences
of concentration that during its temporal evolution tend to a uniform state in space and
time [78]. In contrast, reaction models are models for which the chemical interactions between
the substances generate complex patterns in space and time, due to the presence of terms
representing transport, synthesis and degradation of the substances [78, 79]. On the other
hand, cell movement interaction models involve the formation of patterns due to changes in
cell density as a consequence of aggregation or repulsion between the cells, or as a response
to specific chemicals substances [79].
There are in general two types of solutions to these mathematical models: 1) spatial-
temporal patterns and 2) traveling waves [78, 79]. In 1952, Alan Turing [80] showed that
a reaction-diffusion model with the appropriate parameters and defined in a closed spatial
domain, evolves into a heterogeneous spatial patterns due to small perturbations of the chem-
ical concentrations, a phenomenon known as diffusion instability [78,79,81]. These also called
Turing instabilities are characterized by a stable state in time, and an unstable pattern for-
mation in space. Such behaviour is typically observed during morphogenesis and skin pattern
formation in animals [78, 79, 82, 83]. In contrast, the traveling wave solution represents, from
the physical point of view, processes of transition from one equilibrium to another due to the
presence of an external stimulus. These transitions allow the generation of a wave-like pattern
that moves from the initial conditions and towards the stimulation agent, as in the case of
cells migrating in the presence of a chemical stimulus [79,84].
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Given the nature and scope of these different types of solutions, the different mathematical
formulations have been found to be practical in the description of several biological processes
mainly because of the possible association of the nature of the numerical solutions (the spatial-
temporal patterns and the traveling waves) and biological phenomena (tissue formation, cell
migration, growth and healing) [78,79,85]. Accordingly, the aim of this chapter is to introduce
a basic set of mathematical models with applications in developmental biology to evaluate
the nature of the solutions and the performance when using the finite elements method as an
alternative implementation method to others previously reported [77–79,86,87].
3.2 The reaction-diffusion equation
A diffusion problem can be mathematically described by the motion of the density of a set
of species u(x,t) (bacteria, cells, chemicals) in any environment [77, 78, 82]. Accordingly, the
movement of u(x,t) or diffusion, indicates the change in concentration from points of higher
concentration to points of lower concentration [86–88]. This principle is known as Fick’s Law
an is expressed as follows [86]:
J(x, t) = −D∇u(x, t), (3.1)
where J is the diffusive flux vector, and D is the diffusion coefficient.
Furthermore, the reaction between two or more substances gives place to an additional
reactive function f(u,x,t) representing the change in the concentration of the u(x,t) substances
due to interaction effects such as production, proliferation, consumption degradation, among
others [78,82].
According to the principle of conservation, the rate of change of the amount of mass
contained in a volume V must be equal to the sum of both the total flow of mass through
the surface S of the volume, and the amount of mass transformed inside the volume by the
reactive term. This is mathematically expressed as follows:
∂
∂t
∫
V
u(x, t)dV = −
∫
S
(J · n¯)dS +
∫
V
fdV, (3.2)
where n¯ is the normal vector to the surface S. Applying the divergence theorem to the diffusive
term, and combining Eq. (3.1) with Eq. (3.2) the following expression is obtained:
∂
∂t
∫
V
u(x, t)dV =
∫
V
∇ · (D∇u(x, t))dV +
∫
V
fdV. (3.3)
Eq. (3.3) corresponds to an integral equation defined in the domain Ω = V with boundary
conditions evaluated in the surface Γ = S. In order to ensure spatial patterns formation due
only to the interactions within the contour no external flows are supported and therefore
boundary conditions are in all cases equal to zero [81]. Accordingly, and writing Eq. (3.3) in
differential form, the following expression is obtained [78]:
∂u(x, t)
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Change
= ∇ · (D∇u(x, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion
+ f(u,x, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reaction
. (3.4)
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Eq. (3.4) is known as the reaction-diffusion equation and allows, together with the given
boundary conditions, the mathematical description of the spatial and temporal behaviour of
the species denoted by u(x,t) within the space region Ω [78,81,86].
3.3 Biological models
There are different models to obtain a mathematical description of complex phenomena occur-
ring in nature [77,79,85–87]. However, for the sake of introduction, only three well-referenced
models formulated using reaction diffusion equations will be implemented. The first two
models are the Schnakenberg model, or morphogenesis model [77, 78, 86, 87], and the gly-
colysis model [78, 83, 86], both used to explain the synthesis of glucose into cellular energy.
These two models generate spatial-temporal patterns and meet the stability criteria defined
by Turing [83]. A third model also constructed on reaction-diffusion equations but presenting
a traveling wave-like solution, is the chemotaxis model [82, 86]. This model has been used
to illustrate cell movement as a traveling wave-like pattern in response to a given chemical
stimulus within the surrounding environment.
3.3.1 Schnakenberg model
The Schnakenberg model describes the behavior of a chemical activator u in the presence of
a chemical inhibitor v [77,78]. It has been used in stability analysis applications and pattern
formation [78, 83], allowing the prediction of the interaction mechanisms between molecular
chemical systems [78,87] and morphogenic constructions such as bone formation and growth
[78,89]. In its dimensionless form, the model is described by the following equations [78]:
∂u
∂t
= ∇2u+ γ(a− u+ u2v) (3.5a)
∂v
∂t
= d∇2v + γ(b− u2v). (3.5b)
In Eq. (3.5), the movement of both the activator and the inhibitor substances is described
as a diffusive term with an equivalent diffusion constant given by the coefficient d [78,86]. The
reaction term for the activator substance (Eq. (3.5)a) is described as a constant production
given by the parameter a, a linear consumption, and a non-linear kinetic reaction representing
the production of the activator u in presence of the inhibitor v. On the other hand, the
reaction term for the inhibitor substance (Eq. (3.5)b) is given as a constant production with
coefficient b and a non-linear kinetic reaction for the consumption of the inhibitor substance
in the presence of the activator. Constant γ is a positive dimensionless constant [78].
3.3.2 Glycolysis model
Glycolysis is the process for the synthesis of the glucose molecule that provides energy to a
cell. After a sequence of reactions, glucose is converted into pyruvate and ATP, the latter
being a metabolic exchange unit for the living organism [86]. This conversion process is
mathematically described (in a dimensionless form) by the following equations [78,86]:
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∂u
∂t
= Du∇2u+ δ − ku− u2v (3.6a)
∂v
∂t
= Dv∇2v + ku+ uv2 − v. (3.6b)
In Eq. (3.6), u is the glucose concentration and v is the pyruvate. The biological inter-
pretation is similar to the Schnakenber model, following a diffusion mechanism for the two
substances that are regulated by the diffusion coefficients Du and Dv. The reaction term for
the glucose concentration (Eq. (3.6)a) is given as constant production δ, a linear consumption
with coefficient k, and a non-linear consumption. Similarly, the reaction term for the pyruvate
(Eq. (3.6)b) is given as a linear production with coefficient k, a non-linear activation, and a
linear consumption.
3.3.3 Chemotaxis model
Chemotaxis is referred to the cell migration directed towards the gradient of concentration of
certain external chemical stimulus in the cellular environment called chemoattractant [82,86].
A model of this phenomenon describes cell movement as a travelling wave controlled in speed
by the concentration of the chemoattractant [86]. Since this kind of cell movement can be
concomitant with other cellular processes such as cell division (mitosis) and cell death, a
complete model for the cell dynamic is described by the following equations [86]:
∂u
∂t
= ∇ · [Du∇u− αu∇v] + rf(v)u
[
1− u
uo
]
− δuu (3.7a)
∂v
∂t
= Dv∇2v + g(u)− δvv. (3.7b)
In Eq. (3.7), n denotes the cell density and u the concentration of the chemoattractant.
Cell migration is described by means of the transport due to gradients in cell concentration,
given as a diffusion term with diffusion coefficient Du. Cell attraction to the chemiotractant is
controlled by an additional transport term due to the gradient of the chemical concentration,
controlled by the cell density and the chemoattractant sensitivity α. The cell density reaction
term (Eq. (3.7)a) includes a function f(v) depending on the chemical concentration, and a
logistic function with coefficient r and saturation value u0 for the cell proliferation, together
with the cell death controlled by the coefficient δu. Finally, the chemoattractant reaction
term (Eq. (3.7)b) relies on a production function g(u) controlled by the density of cells,
and a linear consumption mechanism with coefficient δv representing the cell consumption of
chemical during migration and proliferation [86].
3.4 The finite elements method
The finite elements method (FEM) is a numerical method for the solution of partial differential
equations. Based on the idea that a whole can be divided into small constitutive parts, the
method can be easily implemented for complex geometries in a wide range of applications.
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In general terms, the method consist in the transformation of a partial differential equation
into a system of linear ordinary equations [78,90,91]. Additional techniques must be used in
order to reduce integrals and other mathematical operators, but the main assumption for the
reduction of the system relies on the so-called weighted residual method [92–95].
For this method, let D be a linear differential operation over a function u(x) to obtain as
result a function F (x):
D(u(x)) = F (x). (3.8)
Then, assume that the function u(x) is approximated by the linear combination of a set
of basis functions Ni(x) and punctual values ai. Accordingly,
u(x) ∼= u˜(x) =
n∑
i=1
aiNi(x). (3.9)
Plugging the approximated form u˜(x) into Eq. (3.8) leads to a results that approximates
F (x). In consequence, an error or residual will appear [95]:
R(x) = D(u˜(x))− F (x) 6= 0. (3.10)
Let Ω be a domain divided into a number NE of elements, each one defined as a subdomain
Ωe. Given the linearity of the operator D, a local residual Re(x) will exist at each subdomain.
By forcing the local residuals to be zero at the every subdomain, it is possible to obtain
a representation of the punctual values ai for which the approximated representation u˜(x)
equals u(x) [92,95]. Accordingly,∫
Ωe
Re(x)W i(x)dx = 0 i = 1, 2, 3, ...n, (3.11)
where W i are a set of weight functions equal in number to the set of punctual values ai.
Choosing appropriate weight functions, the problem is reduced to a set of n algebraic equations
for the punctual values ai, which in fact, are unknown values of the original function u(x) in
the given subdomain Re [95]. By taking the sum of the local residuals, it is possible to obtain
a global residual Rg and a comprehensive solution of the problem defined in the domain Ω.
In the case of the reaction-diffusion equations used in the biological models, the imple-
mentation of the FEM allows the calculation of the variables u and v throughout the domain
and at every time step. Using the weight residual method, the equations for the Schnakenberg
model (Eq. (3.5)) can be written for a local subdomain Ωe as follows:
∫
Ω
∂u
∂t
W idΩ =
∫
Ω
Du
∂2u
∂x2
W idΩ +
∫
Ω
(γ(a− u+ u2v))W idΩ (3.12a)∫
Ω
∂v
∂t
W idΩ =
∫
Ω
Dv
∂2v
∂x2
W idΩ +
∫
Ω
(γ(b− u2v))W idΩ (3.12b)
Using integration by parts in the second order derivative term, and organizing the terms
to write the expression in the form of residuals we obtain:
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∫
Ω
∂u
∂t
W idΩ +
∫
Ω
Du
∂u
∂x
∂W i
∂x
dΩ−
∫
Ω
(γ(a− u+ u2v))W idΩ = 0 (3.13a)∫
Ω
∂v
∂t
W idΩ +
∫
Ω
Dv
∂v
∂x
∂W i
∂x
dΩ−
∫
Ω
(γ(b− u2v))W idΩ = 0 (3.13b)
where boundary conditions are assumed all equal to zero. The integral expression in Eq.(3.13)
are the weak form of the partial differential reaction-diffusion equations for the Schnakenberg
model [95].
In general terms, variables u and v can be approximated by a linear combination of the
basis functions as follows [94]:
u(x) ∼= u˜(x) =
n∑
i=1
uiN i(x) (3.14a)
v(x) ∼= u˜(x) =
n∑
i=1
viN i(x). (3.14b)
However, as a first approximation, let Ω to be a one-dimensional domain. Accordingly,
Eq. (3.14) can be considered as a linear interpolation with the basis functions being the one-
dimensional Lagrangian polynomials [95]. Therefore, for a given one-dimensional subdomain
Ωe (Fig. 3.1a), only two basis functions exist and only two punctual values ai are unknown
(Fig. 3.1b). [92].
Figure 3.1: a) The one-dimensional reference element. b) One dimensional shape functions.
An additional normalization to these functions lead to a definition in the interval −1 ≤
ξ ≤ 1 with ξ the normalization variable. This process ensures that the basis functions are
independent of the nodal coordinates at each element, allowing their use in the rest of the
subdomains within Ω. According to the normalization, the one-dimensional basis function or
shape functions are expressed as follows:
N1(ξ) =
1
2
(ξ + 1) (3.15a)
N2(ξ) =
1
2
(ξ − 1) (3.15b)
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Besides of the variable interpolation, a geometrical interpolation should be introduced in
order to discretized the one-dimensional domain. Hence, a so-called isoparametric formulation
[92,94] is adopted. In this formulation, both the variables and the geometry are discretized and
interpolated using the same number of punctual values and the normalized shape functions,
in such a way that the approximations can be described as follows:
Geometry =
{
x =
2∑
i=1
xiN i(ξ) = x ·N (3.16)
(3.17)
Variables =

u =
2∑
i=1
uiN i(ξ) = u ·N
v =
2∑
i=1
viN i(ξ) = v ·N
(3.18)
The extension of this formulation to a bi(tri)-dimensional domain must considered both the
description of the shape functions in more than one variable and the geometry of the domain.
Accordingly, several types of shape functions can be obtained, being the most recognized those
for cuadrilateral (cubic) and triangular (piramidal) elements [94]. For the simplicity of a bi-
dimensional implementation, a cuadrilateral element is considered (Fig. 3.2a). For this type
of element, the variables u and v can be written again in terms of a linear interpolation with
shape functions defined in a bi-dimensional reference frame (Fig. 3.2b). Using Lagrangian
polynomials, this new shape functions are written as [94]:
Figure 3.2: The bi-dimensional element defined in the normalized reference coordinates frame.
The number of each node is circled.
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N1(ξ, η) =
1
4
(1− ξ)(1− η) (3.19a)
N2(ξ, η) =
1
4
(1 + ξ)(1− η) (3.19b)
N3(ξ, η) =
1
4
(1 + ξ)(1 + η) (3.19c)
N4(ξ, η) =
1
4
(1− ξ)(1 + η) (3.19d)
In consequence, the geometry and variables approximation is given by:
Geometry=

x(ξ, η) =
4∑
i=1
N i(ξ, η)xi = x ·N
y(ξ, η) =
4∑
i=1
N i(ξ, η)yi = y ·N
(3.20)
Variables=

u(ξ, η) =
4∑
i=1
N i(ξ, η)u(e)i = u ·N
v(ξ, η) =
4∑
i=1
N i(ξ, η)v(e)i = v ·N
(3.21)
This discretization also implies the transformation of the integral defined in the subdomain
Ωe into an integral defined in the normalized reference frame. Therefore, an additional variable
transformation is needed to write the domain differential dΩ in terms of the normalized frame.
This is done by introducing the jacobian (J) of the transformation, which allows writing an
integral defined in the spatial coordinates frame into the normalized coordinate frame [94], as
follows: ∫
Ω(e)
f(x, y)dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Spatial coordinates
=
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
f(x(ξ, η), y(ξ, η))|J(ξ, η)|dξdη︸ ︷︷ ︸
Normalized coordinates
(3.22)
where |J| is the determinant of the jacobian given by:
J(ξ, η) =

∂ξ
∂x
∂ξ
∂y
∂η
∂x
∂η
∂y
 (3.23)
After a complete spatial discretization, an additional discretization should be carried out
for the time domain. This is accomplish by using the Backward Euler method, according to
which the time derivative of a variable u can be written in discrete form as follows [95,96]:
∂u
∂t
∼= ∆u
∆t
∼= u
i − ui−1
∆t
, (3.24)
with ui the value of u in the current iteration, ui−1 the value of u in the last iteration, and
∆t the time step.
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Therefore, transforming the integration variables by means of the Jacobian (J), and con-
sidering the so-called Galerkin method according to which the weighting functions are equal to
the shape functions [93,94], the global description in the domain Ω for the Schnakenberg model
(Eq. (3.13)) can be discretized and written for a local subdomain Ωe as follows [90,91,94]:
M(e)
du
dt
− γ(aR(e) −M(e)u + v(u2)R(e)) + K(e)u = 0 (3.25a)
M(e)
du
dt
− γ(bR(e) − v(u2)R(e)) + K(e)v = 0, (3.25b)
with the following equivalents for the matrices and vectors:
M (e) = M ij =
∫
Ωe
N iN jdΩe (3.26a)
K (e) = Kij =
∫
Ωe
∂N i
∂x
∂N j
∂x
dΩe (3.26b)
R(e) = Ri =
∫
Ωe
N idΩe (3.26c)
Since the integrals in Eq. (3.26) are expressed in normalized coordinates as the right-
hand side of Eq. (3.22), it is possible to conduct the integration by applying the Gaussian
quadrature method [94]. According to this method, the integration of a function in the range [-
1,1] can be obtained by a weighted sum of function values calculated at the so-called Gaussian
points. Using this method, Eq. (3.22) and Eq. (3.26) can be expressed in a complete discrete
form similar to the following expression:
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
f(x(ξ, η), y(ξ, η))|J(ξ, η)|dξdη =
GPx∑
i=1
GPy∑
j=1
f(ξi, ηj)|J(ξi, ηj)|WiWj (3.27)
whereGPx andGPy are the number of Gaussian integration points, ξi and ηj are the evaluation
points for the function f(x, y) written in normalized coordinated, and Wi and Wj are the
weight coefficients [94].
The notation shown in Eq. (3.26) and completed by Eq. (3.27) applies to all the subdo-
mains Ωe within the domain Ω. Therefore, the elemental solutions must be finally assembled
to account for the complete set of unknown punctual values of the variables u and v through-
out Ω. This assembling process leads to the construction of the stiffness matrix AMATRX
and the right-hand side residual vector RHS, needed to obtain the following expression:
(AMATRX)u∆u = RHSu (3.28a)
(AMATRX)v∆v = RHSv (3.28b)
where ∆u = (∆u1,∆u2)T and ∆v = (∆v1,∆v2)T for the elemental case. This system is similar
to the system finally obtained when solving partial differential equations by the Newton-
Raphson method [95, 97]. Using this method to calculate the final solution to the problem,
the stiffness matrix AMATRX contains the derivatives of the unknown variables, and the
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residual vector RHS is equal to −F . Therefore, it holds true for the elemental case that
RHSF = −(F 1, F 2)T and RHSG = −(G1, G2)T , and that:
AMATRXu = M(e)
1
∆t
− γ((−1 + 2uv)M(e)) + K(e) (3.29a)
AMATRXv = M(e)
1
∆t
− γ(−u2M(e)) + K(e) (3.29b)
3.5 Numerical implementation
The system of algebraic equations shown in Eq. (3.29) is implemented in an user subroutine
written in Fortran and solved using the commercial FEM software Abaqus 6.6 [97]. A similar
discretization process as shown with the Schnakenberg model is followed for the implementa-
tion of the glycolysis and chemotaxis models, with further implementation details and results
as follows:
3.5.1 Schnakenberg model
This model was first implemented in the one-dimensional domain [0, 1]. Results are shown in
Fig. 3.3 and 3.4. The following parameters were used during the computational implementa-
tion: a = 0.1, b = 0.9, d = 10, and γ = 789 [77, 91]. The initial condition were selected as a
perturbation of 5% around the steady-state given by us = 1.0, vs = 0.9 [83]. The boundary
conditions were all zero. Simulation was performed for 1000 iterations with a time step of
∆t = 0.005. The mesh consisted of 300 quadratic patches defined by Lagrangian elements
and 601 nodes. The arrows in Fig. 3.3 and 3.4 indicate the direction of movement.
An additional implementation in the bi-dimensional domain [0,1]x[0,1] allows the forma-
tion of spatial temporal patterns as shown in Fig. 3.5. The parameters used in this case were:
a = 0.1, b = 0.9, d = 9.1676, and γ = 176.72 [77, 91]. A total of 1000 iterations were needed,
using a time step ∆t = 0.05. The mesh is the same as for the one-dimensional implementation.
The initial condition is given by a perturbation of 5% around the steady-state, as shown in
Fig. 3.5a. The boundary conditions are in all cases equal to zero.
The results of the model for both the one-dimensional and bi-dimensional implementation
show the formation of spatial-temporal patterns around the steady-state (initial condition).
The results obtained in 1D show a 180 ◦C phase shift between the chemical activator con-
centration and the chemical inhibitor. This shift indicates that the suppression of latter
stimulates the synthesis in the former [83,87]. Since this same shifting behaviour is observed
in the two-dimensional implementation, and for the sake of simplicity, the chemical inhibitor
concentration is not displayed. Additionally, both implementations show that small perturba-
tions of the steady-state are needed for the formation of spatial-temporal patterns [77,79,82].
This is verified by using as initial conditions the exact values of the steady-state for both u
and v, condition that results in the inhibition the spatial-temporal pattens. Finally, numerical
results obtained using the FEM implementation are in agreement with the results reported
elsewhere using other numerical techniques [77,79,91].
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Figure 3.3: Schnakenberg model in 1D. Chemical activator concentration.
Figure 3.4: Schnakenberg model in 1D. Chemical inhibitor concentration.
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Figure 3.5: Schnakenberg model in 2D. Chemical activator concentration. a) Initial condition,
b) t=1, c) t=2, d) t=5.
3.5.2 Glycolysis Model
The model described by equations Eq. (3.6)) was implemented for the bi-dimensional domain
[0, pi]x[0, pi]. Results are shown in Fig. 3.6 and 3.7. Numerical parameters used in this
implementation were as follows: Du = 1.0, Dv = 0.0518, δ = 1.75, and k = 0.05 [77,86]. The
solution was obtained after 25000 iterations with a time step ∆t = 0.1. The mesh consisted of
2500 quadrilateral patches defined by Lagrangian bilinear elements and 2601 nodes. The initial
condition is given by a perturbation of 5% around the steady-state us = 0.5622, vs = 1.75 [83],
as shown in Fig. 3.6a and 3.7a. The boundary conditions are in all cases equal to zero.
Results show the formation of spatial-temporal patterns similar to those obtained with
the Shnakenberg model in 2D (Fig. 3.5). The presence of the 180 ◦C phase shift between
the concentrations of glucose and pyruvate numerical reproduces the production-consumption
relationship between the two chemicals. However, the final concentration of glucose after 2500
time units is about the 30% of the final concentration of pyruvate. This difference provides
a numerical insight to the greater amount of glucose that is produced when compared to
pyruvate production [78].
A second bi-dimensional implementation was performed using the domain [0, 5pi] x [0, 5pi].
By keeping the same numerical parameter, meshing, initial conditions and boundary condi-
tions as before, the model lead to the dot-like spatial-temporal patterns shown in Fig. 3.8.
The magnitude of this spot-like patterns is similar to the magnitude obtained in the previ-
ous implementation (Fig. 3.6). This fact might suggest that the reaction kinetics needed
for the formation of the spot-like patters is slightly increased with respect to the previously
implemented case by changing the length of the square domain.
A final implementation of this model was performed within the bi-dimensional domain
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Figure 3.6: Glycolysis model in 2D. Glucose concentration. a) Initial condition, b) t = 750,
c) t= 1500, d) t= 2500.
Figure 3.7: Glycolysis model in 2D. Pyruvate concentration. a) Initial condition, b) t = 750,
c) t= 1500, d) t= 2500.
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Figure 3.8: Glycolysis model in 2D. Spot-like patterns obtained for the glucose concentration.
a) Initial condition, b) t= 750, c) t= 1500, d) t= 2500.
Figure 3.9: Glycolysis model in 2D. Stripe-like patterns obtained for the glucose concentration.
a) Initial condition, b) t= 3000, c) t= 6000, d) t= 10000.
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[0, 5pi] x [0, 5pi], using the following set of numerical parameters: Du = 1.0, Dv = 0.08, δ = 1.2,
and k = 0.06. Solution was obtained after 100000 iterations with a time step ∆t = 0.1 for the
same meshing as before. The initial conditions were given as a perturbation of 5% around
the steady-state us = 0.8, vs = 1.2. Results shown in Fig. 3.9 correspond to the formation of
stripe-like patterns for the glucose concentration. An increase of almost twice the magnitude
in the glucose concentration suggest that a significantly higher kinetic reaction between the
chemicals is needed for the formation of stripe-like patterns. This fact is a consequence of
the change in the parameters δ and k leading to changes in the production and consumption
rates of both glucose and pyruvate (Eq. (3.6)).
3.5.3 Chemotaxis Model
The chemotaxis model was implemented using the bi-dimensional domain [0,1] x [0,1]. The
numerical parameters used were: Dv = 0.005, α = 2.0, δu = 0.05, δv = 0.05, γ = 0.001, p = 30,
and r = 4 [86]. The mesh consisted of 2500 quadrilateral patches defined by Lagrangian
bilinear elements and 2601 nodes. Solution was obtained after 800 iterations with a time step
of ∆t=0.01.
Functions f(u) and g(v) have the form of activation/inhibition functions [82] and were
calculated according to the following expressions [86]:
f(u) =
up
up + up0
g(n) =
γ np
np + np0
, (3.30a)
where n0 and u0 are the threshold values of the variables u and v that start the activa-
tion/inhibition mechanism. In order to obtain a travelling wave-like spatial-temporal pattern,
n0 = 0.01 and u0 = 0.0195 [86].
The initial conditions are given by the following rules:
n(x, y, 0) =
{
ni, si x < xi, y < yi
0, si x ≥ xi, y ≥ yi
}
u(x, y, 0) = ui
(3.31)
where ni = 1.0, xi = 1.0, and ui = 0.2 [86]. Boundary conditions are zero in all cases. Results
of the simulations are shown in Fig. 3.10 and 3.11, which are consistent with the results
obtained elsewhere using the finite difference method [86] and represent the cell migration
wave-like front obtained in response to the presence of the chemical signaling [82].
A final implementation was performed to couple the glycolysis model with the chemotaxis
model. The aim of this approach is to obtain the formation of spot-like spatial-temporal
patterns in combination with the travelling wave-like cell migration front. Accordingly, both
the glycolysis and chemotaxis models are coupled as follows:
∂q
∂t
= γnu− βnq, (3.32)
where u is the concentration of the chemical activator from the glycolysis model, n is the
cell density from the chemotaxis model, and γ = 0.05 and β = 0.05. This coupled model is
solved for the bi-dimensional domain [0,1] x [0,1] with a mesh of 2500 quadrilateral patches
and Lagrangian bilinear elements with 2601 nodes. The numerical solution is obtained after
25000 iterations with a time step δt = 0.1. Initial and boundary conditions are zero in all
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Figure 3.10: Chemotaxis model in 2D. Cell density. a) Initial condition, b) t= 2.5, c) t= 5,
d) t= 8.
Figure 3.11: Chemotaxis model in 2D. Concentration of chemoattractant. a) Initial condition,
b) t= 2.5, c) t= 5, d) t= 8.
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cases. Since simulations times for the glycolysis and chemotaxis models are not the same,
a time-adjusting strategy was used to synchronize the spot-like pattern formation with the
travelling wave-like front. Accordingly, the glycolysis model is solved first and the coupling
scheme is delayed to the proper iteration given by the chemotaxis model.
Results displayed in Fig. 3.12 show the appearance of the spot-like patterns concomitant
a with wave-like cell migration front travelling from right to left in the x-axis. The magnitude
of the spot-like formation is the same as found for the solution of the glycolysis model alone.
This fact suggest that coupling the spot-like formation with a travelling cell migration main-
tains unaffected the spot-like formation although the appearance throughout the domain is
controlled by the position of the cell migration front.
Figure 3.12: Glycolysis-chemotaxis coupling model. a) Initial condition, b) t= 750, c) t=
1500, d) t= 2500.
3.6 Characteristics of the solutions
The numerical results show that the reaction-diffusion equations are suitable to describe fea-
tures of some biological systems as the formation of spot and stripe patterns that appear in
the skin of many animal, and the cell migration process [79, 86]. According to the numerical
implementation, the formation of the expected spatial-temporal patterns depends on small
perturbations of the steady-state used as initial conditions. This perturbations cause instabil-
ities in the model that cause the formation of the patterns in response to the Turing’s driven
instabilities [90].
Furthermore, the selection of the numerical parameters must be consistent with the ex-
pected response. It has been observed that variations in parameter values lead to variations
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in the solution. Moreover, numerical results show that modifications in the solution domain
also affect the spatial-temporal patterns [77].
A first one-dimensional implementation of the Schnakenberg model show the interaction of
both the activation and inhibition effects controlling the pattern formation (Fig. 3.3 and 3.4).
Accordingly, a half-a-cycle phase shift was observed between the two chemical concentrations
involved that respond to the non-linear terms present in the production and consumption
mechanism of both chemicals (Eq. (3.5)). Similar shifted mechanisms have been observed in
several pairs of biological agents, such as predator-prey populations, growth-feeding mecha-
nism, epidemiological distributions within an environment, among many others [81].
With the bi-dimensional implementation, it is concluded that the numerical technique is
suitable to be used in a more complex geometry since the shifted mechanism is conserved (Fig.
3.5). Furthermore, the magnitude of both chemical concentrations during the one-dimensional
is preserved during the bi-dimensional implementation, in such a way that the results for the
one-dimensional case can be considered the solution over a particular line crossing the bi-
dimensional domain. In fact, this holds true when the parameters are the same for both
implementations [78,83].
More evidence of the influence of the numerical parameters and the domain dimension
is obtained from the implementation of the glycolysis model. In this case, three different
types of spatial-temporal patterns are obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.6 - 3.9. The formation
of different spatial-temporal patters according to changes in both the numerical parameters
and the domain is a well known fact of the reaction-diffusion models [77, 90]. Furthermore,
the lack of knowledge to select the adequate set of parameters might be an inconvenience for
the validation a mathematical model against the real biological problem. As a consequence,
mathematical models should be understood as tools providing approximate solutions whose
accuracy depends on the availability of experimental (real) data to confront the numerical
findings. Furthermore, changes in the numerical parameters or the solution domain may
lead to a larger number of iterations (and smaller time steps) as in the case of the stripe-like
patterns shown in Fig. 3.9, starting to be visible only after 60000 iterations. Nevertheless, the
solution is stable for the formation of a fibrillar network and together with the results shown
in Fig. 3.6 - 3.8, the glycolysis model can be associated with the formation of pigmentation
patterns for applications in morphogenesis [79,86], an also to mathematically describe growth
events such as bone formation and fibers formation [68,78].
The model of chemotaxis, in turn, can be considered a mathematical description suitable to
represent cellular movement transport phenomena. The travelling wave-like spatial-temporal
pattern obtained is similar in behaviour to the cell migration mechanism observed towards a
chemical stimulus, in this case, the chemoattractant signal [82,86]. According to the numerical
results, there is a balance between the production term for the cells (mitosis) and the cell
death (Eq. (3.7)a). This balance leads to the appearance of a constant density of cells
in the migration front during the complete simulation. This implies a constant chemical
consumption as observed in Fig. 3.11 that can be maintained because of a secondary balance
between the chemical production and degradation terms (Eq. (3.7)b) [98]. The presence of
these numerical balanced terms provides an homogeneous pattern formation throughout the
domain that preserves the wave-like nature shown in Fig. 3.10.
In regard of the numerical results, the implementation of the biological models using the
FEM approach described here allows to obtain solutions similar to those reported elsewhere
using different techniques [77, 78, 86, 87]. Therefore, the numerical approach is suitable to
be used to obtain the solution of complex mathematical models, providing accurate results
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with lower computational cost in the cases where the numerical parameters, the meshing
conditions and the time restrictions are well described. Nevertheless the limitations, both the
mathematical models and the solution technique shown in this chapter can be used for the
formulation and implementation of mathematical descriptions dealing with tissue formation
and cell behaviour in applications related to wound healing and growth. A first approximation
to this regard is shown in Fig. 3.12, where two specific pattern formations (spots and waves)
are coupled to obtain a mixed pattern formation able to reproduce features of tissue growth
as canaliculi formation in bone [37]. Further applications of this type of coupled-pattern
mechanisms will be presented in the chapters 4 to 6.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF CELL ELECTROTAXIS
4.1 Introduction
Cell movement and speed are biased by a static electric field. Cells exposed to a static electric
field migrate parallel to the electric field lines in response to an effect called galvanotaxis or
electrotaxis. Electrotaxis depends on the strength of the applied stimulus [5, 60] and on the
presence of molecular activators [99,100]. Since a static electric field induces reorientation of
cell surface and signaling molecules [60, 99], the application of this kind of stimulus appears
to be more important for cell migration that chemical and hapotactic signals [6, 60]. Indeed,
it has been reported that an external electric field overrides other cell migration cues [5] and
therefore it may be important for cell recruitment applications as wound healing and new
tissues formation [1].
Several cell types change their initial direction of migration when an external electric field
is applied and even change their current migration direction when the electric field is reversed
in polarity [6,100], supporting the fact that the electrical stimulus exerts higher control on cell
migration that chemical guidance. Nevertheless, it has been also found that cells derived from
the same tissue can migrate in opposite directions, and even cells from the same genotype
may elicit same behaviour. Experiments conducted with rat calvaria and human osteogenic
cells shown that although cell migration in both types of cells is increased in the presence of
an external electric field, the direction of cell migration is opposed. Rat calvaria osteogenic
cells were found to migrate towards the cathode whereas the human osteogenic cells migrated
towards the anode [7]. This same difference in the direction of migration has been observed in
other types of cells as fibroblasts, keratinocytes and endothelial cells [6]. Although it is clear
that cell migration by electrotaxis is oriented towards a preferential electrode [6], the different
cell migration directions resulting when an external electric field is applied could become a
complication in the clinical treatment of a specific cell or tissue type. Therefore, cell migration
and electrotaxis should be measured and quantify for specific tissues and cell types in order
to define the electric performance that should be expected in the clinical applications.
Furthermore, the amount of cells recruited for cell migration depends on the strength
of the applied external electric field [101]. Therefore, cell electrotaxis may be useful as a
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way of not only directing cell migration but also as a means of controlling the number of
cells arriving to a given surface. Moreover, the application of an electric field alters surface
interactions between cells and materials and therefore cell colonization is improved [6, 59].
This leads to the hypothesis that an external static electric field may increase the number
of cells arriving to a given substrate by increasing cell migration speed with the consequent
increase in cell colonization dependent of the electric field strength. Several experimental
approaches have provided data to this respect but to the best of our knowledge no effort has
been made to quantify the increment on cell colonization over a surface. Since an experimental
approach to this matter requires a rigorous set up and planning efforts in order to avoid
unexpected outcomes [8], a computational simulation is to be suitable to overcome these
difficulties [26,98,102].
This chapter is aimed at presenting a mathematical model of cell electrotaxis of osteogenic
cells. The model is intended to obtain, by means of a numerical approach, additional infor-
mation of the changes of cell migration and cell recruitment when an external electric field is
applied. The results propose remarks about the relation between electric field, cell migration
and surface colonization for osteogenic cells, and define a pathway for future applications
regarding tissue formation and reduced healing times in wounds.
4.2 Mathematical model
The experimental evidence shows that cell migration due to electrotaxis deals with the interac-
tion between the external electric potential and a biochemical pathway not well understood [5].
However, it is accepted that under physiological conditions an external electrical stimulus in-
fluence cell behaviour in different types of cells, including osteoblasts [7, 9]. It has been also
stated that the electrical stimulus is an override signal for chemical stimulus [5] and that
changes in osteoblasts activity due to an electrical stimulus may increase bone formation and
reduce healing times [74, 103]. Therefore, we have simplified a typical electrotaxis set up for
an osteoblasts cell-like culture into three model variables, namely, the osteogenic cells density
Co(x, t), the osteogenic chemical concentration Qo(x, t), and the external electric potential
Ve(x). Other cell types and molecules that may be present during the cell culture, and other
kinds of external stimulus, i.e. mechanical forces, are also avoided for the sake of simplicity.
Osteogenic cells
The flow of osteogenic cells is described as a random dispersion expression controlled by
the presence of an osteogenic chemical [82, 86]. This is mathematically described as a linear
diffusion term with coefficient DCo together with a linear chemotactic term with sensitivity
coefficient HCo taken in the direction of the osteogenic chemical gradient. Electrotaxis is
described as an additional transport term due to the gradient of the electric potential with
an anisotropic electrical sensitivity coefficient ECo , with value different form zero only in the
direction of the electric field. The negative sign indicates that osteogenic cells migrate towards
the anode and in the opposite direction of the electric field vector [7]. Cell proliferation is
modelled with a logistic linear term [86] with coefficient rCo and saturation Ci controlled by
an activation function which threshold value WQo corresponds to the minimum concentration
of osteogenic chemical required to initiate cell migration [82, 86]. Parameter n refers to the
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slope of the cell proliferation activation function. The equation is complemented by a term
of cell death with coefficient δCo .
∂Co
∂t︸︷︷︸
T ime variation
= ∇ ·
DCo∇Co︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion
−HCoCo∇Qo︸ ︷︷ ︸
Chemotaxis
−ECoCo∇Ve︸ ︷︷ ︸
Electrotaxis

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion
+ rCoCo
[
1− Co
Ci
] [
Qno
Qno +WQo
n
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Activation︸ ︷︷ ︸
Proliferation
− δCoCo︸ ︷︷ ︸
Death
(4.1)
Osteogenic chemical
The random dispersion of the osteogenic chemical is represented as a linear diffusion term
with coefficient DQo . Since osteogenic chemical is released during the migration and prolifer-
ation of the osteogenic cells [36], its production is modelled as a linear term with coefficient
rQo given in function of the concentration of osteogenic cells and an independent term with
coefficient rVe associated with the increased chemical production by the presence of the ex-
ternal electrical stimulus [8]. Chemical consumption is represented by a natural linear decay
term with coefficient δQo and a nonlinear term with coefficient δQC representing the chemical
consumed by the concentration of osteogenic cells.
∂Qo
∂t︸︷︷︸
T ime variation
= DQo∇2Qo︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion
+ (rQo + rVeVe)Co︸ ︷︷ ︸
Production
− (δQo + δQCCo)Qo︸ ︷︷ ︸
Consumption
(4.2)
Electrical potential
The electric potential satisfies Laplace’s equation:
∇ · (∇Ve) = 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Laplace equation
. (4.3)
Since body cells have dielectric properties [4], the net charge inside a Gaussian surface
enclosing the osteoblasts cell-like culture is zero. According to experimental reports on elec-
trically mediated blood clotting and bone cells migration, the presence of a static electrical
stimulus results in increased rates of cell activation [9, 104, 105]. Furthermore, as the effects
of such kind of stimulus may last for hours, days and even weeks, it is believed that they
influence long-lasting biological processes such as wound healing [1]. Therefore, only static
potentials are considered for this model.
From literature reviews and from numerical results reported elsewhere [106], we obtained
the values for the parameters of the model described by Eqs. (4.1) - (4.3). Table 4.2 resumes
the values used in the simulations. A more details explanation on the origin of these values
is available in the appendix.
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Parameter Value Units Reference
DCo 5.0x10−6 mm2/min [14,26]
HCo 5.0x10−4 (mm2/min)(ml/mg) [14]
ECo 5.0x10−4 mm2/min [5, 7]
rCo 3.57x10−3 min−1 [106]
δCo 1.388x10−5 min−1 [106]
WQo 1.0x10−3 mm2 [106]
DQo 2.88x10−5 mm2/min [14,26]
rQo 1.0x10−5 min−1 [26, 106]
rVe 5.0x10−5 (V · min)−1 N.E.*
δQo 2.0x10−3 min−1 [14, 107]
δQC 3.0x10−5 min−1 (ml/cells) [26]
|v¯| 1.0x10−3 mm/min N.E.*
* N.E. = Numerical Experiment
Table 4.1: Parameter values for the mathematical model of electrotaxis
4.3 Description of the simulation
The proposed model was implemented for a two-dimensional domain representing an ideal
1 mm-side square cell culture dish. The mesh used consisted of 2500 quadrilateral bilinear
elements and 2601 nodes. As initial condition, osteogenic cells were seeded in a 0.2 mm side
square-shaped area centred with the mesh. The initial condition for the osteogenic chemical
was assumed to be 5x104 mg/ml [14,106]. An external electric field was applied to the lateral
sides of the mesh as shown in Fig. 4.1. The direction of the electric field was chosen according
to the simulation cases later described, with strength ranging from 0 to 10 V/cm [5, 7, 9]. In
some of this cases, an osteogenic chemical boundary condition was applied to the right side of
the domain (Fig. 4.1) [14, 106]. Simulation consisted of 1500 time steps each one equivalent
to one minute real time.
The model was implemented using the finite element method for the spatial discretization
and a Backward Euler implicit finite difference scheme for the temporal discretization. The
solution of the resulting nonlinear system of equations was implemented using the Newton-
Raphson method [95] and numerically solved using a Fortran user subroutine. The computa-
tional solution of the model was obtained using an OS/Windows desktop computer with Intel
Core i7 3.4GHz and 8GB RAM. All simulations were successfully completed approximately
in one minute.
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Figure 4.1: Mesh, initial and boundary conditions for the analysed cases. a) Electrical stim-
ulus only. b) Chemical and electrical stimuli direct cell migration in opposite directions. c)
Chemical and electrical stimuli direct cell migration in the same direction. d) Convective flux
of chemical perpendicular to the electric field vector.
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4.3.1 Analyzed cases
Four different experimental cases were extracted from the literature and numerically imple-
mented (Fig. 4.1). The first case reproduced a situation where cells are exposed to a static
electric field in order to assess their directional migration (Fig. 4.1a). The magnitude of the
electric field varied in the range 0-10 V/cm and measurements for cell position were taken
after 700, 1200 and 1500 minutes. As a control test, the electric field was replaced by a
chemical stimulus of 2x10−2 mg/ml. Measurements for this control condition were also taken
after 700, 1200 and 1500 minutes.
In order to evaluate cell migration response to changes in electric field direction, a com-
plementary condition in which an electric field changes direction was also implemented [100].
Cells were initially concentrated in the middle of the domain and an electric field of 500
mV/mm was applied with the anode on the right side of the domain. After 500 minutes of
exposure, the electric field changed direction and hence the anode was placed on the left side
of the domain. Measurements for cell migration under these conditions were taken after 0,
500, 1000 and 1500 minutes of exposure.
The second case included a chemical stimulus in the right-side border of the domain and
a static electric field that directed cell migration in the opposite direction of that of the
chemical stimulus (Fig. 4.1b) [5]. The purpose of this condition was to assess the overriding
effect of the electric field over the chemical stimulus. The magnitude of the electric field varied
in the range 0-10 V/cm and the chemical stimulus varied in the range (1-15)x10−2 mg/ml.
Measurements for cell position were taken after 700, 1200 and 1500 minutes.
The third case attempted to evaluate changes in the cell migration profile when the electric
field directs cell migration in the same direction of the chemical stimulus (Fig. 4.1c) [5]. In
concordance to the abovementioned cases, the magnitude of the electric field varied in the
range 0-10 V/cm and measurements for cell position were taken after 700, 1200 and 1500
minutes.
The fourth condition was intended to provide an additional support of the overriding effect
of the electric field by excluding any possible involvement of chemotactic effects in the cell
migration directed by the electric field. This was achieved by introducing a continuous cross
flow of osteogenic chemical perpendicular to the electric field vector (Fig. 4.1d) [1, 5]. This
flow was modelled by means of a convective term with velocity v¯ that modifies the osteogenic
chemical equation in Eq. (4.3) as follows:
∂Qo
∂t︸︷︷︸
T ime variation
+ v¯ · (∇Qo)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Convection
= Diffusion+ Production− Consumption (4.4)
For this latter case, electric field was fixed as 500 mV/mm and no osteogenic chemical
boundary condition was applied. Measurements for cell position were taken after 700, 1200
and 1500 minutes.
Cell position was obtained in all cases by calculating the distance over an horizontal line
crossing the centre of the domain between the middle point (maximal) of the cell contingent
and its lateral borders with densities up to 5% the maximal value. Cell migration speed was
calculated as net migration distance/duration of migration [60, 100]. Additional information
for the number of osteogenic cells colonizing rather the anode side or the chemical stimulus
(Fig. 4.1) was obtained by measuring the osteogenic cell density in the middle point of the
corresponding domain boundary.
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 First case: Electrotaxis
The effect of the electric field on cell migration has been assessed by applying different
strengths of the static electric field to the osteogenic cells, without any additional chemi-
cal stimulus, as shown in Fig. 4.1a. Results show that cell migration depends on the strength
of the electric field and that cell migration is directed towards the anode by electric fields
above 100 mV/mm (Fig. 4.2). Below this threshold value for the electric field, cells are able
to sense the electrical stimulus but with a less significant migration pattern, and a tendency
of cells to remain in place is observed.
Figure 4.2: Osteogenic cell migration (in mg/ml) after 700 minutes of exposure to different
strengths of electric field. a) E= 500 mV/mm. b) E= 300 mV/mm. c) E= 100 mV/mm.
Cell colonization of the anode is estimated by measuring the cell density over the anode
side for different electric field strengths after 1500 minutes. Results show that the cell density
and cell spreading over the anode side increases as the applied electric field is increased (Fig.
4.3). In this case, an electric field of 200 mV/mm allows cells to barely arrive to the anode,
while an electric field of 300 mV/mm leads to an initial colonization and cell spreading that
increases for electric fields up to 500 mV/mm.
In addition, the effect of a chemical stimulus without the application of an electrical field
has been computed as a form of control. Osteogenic cells have been stimulated with an
osteogenic chemical boundary placed instead of the positive electrode shown in Fig. 2.1a.
Results after 1500 minutes show that cells under this condition move towards the applied
chemical stimulus as shown in Fig. 2.4.
Measurements for cell migration were taken after 1200 minutes of exposure to the electric
field (Fig. 4.2) and a linear relation was found between the cell migration speed and the
electric field strength as shown in Fig. 4.5a. According to this relation, it was found that
in the presence of an electric field osteogenic cells migrate towards the anode at a rate of
7.3150x10−9 mm2/(mV · s), and that for an electric field of 500 mV/mm cell migration
speed due to electrotaxis is 3.6575x10−6 mm/s. Notice from Fig. 4.5a that without electric
field there remains a small value for cell migration speed. This value was determined as
4.3842x10−7 mm/s and corresponds to the cell migration by the diffusive effect. Therefore,
the total cell migration speed amounts to the sum of the electrotaxis and the diffusive effects
being 4.0959x10−6 mm/s.
Results for cell colonization given in Fig. 4.3 reveals that there is a logarithmic relation
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Figure 4.3: Osteogenic cells colonization (in mg/ml) of the anode after 1500 minutes of
stimulation with different electric field strengths. a) E=500 mV/mm. b) E=400 mV/mm. c)
E=300 mV/mm. d) E=200 mV/mm.
Figure 4.4: Osteogenic cells migration (in mg/ml) after 1500 minutes of exposure only to a
chemical stimulus applied at the left side of the domain. a) Qo= 3x10−2 mg/ml. b) Qo=
2x10−2 mg/ml. c) Qo= 1x10−2 mg/ml.
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between the strength of the external electric field and the cell density colonizing at the anode
side as shown in Fig. 4.5b. Using this relation it has been found that cells arrive to the
anode if an external electric field of 172.6 mV/mm is applied. It has also been found that
cell density at the anode side increases to reach the normalized concentration value when an
external electric field of 242.3 mV/mm is applied. This means that for values below 172.6
mV/mm cells are not able to reach the cathode side and that for values over 242.3 mV/mm
cells colonize the anode and begin to proliferate mostly over it.
Furthermore, and according to results for cell migration under a chemical stimulus (Fig.
4.4), a linear relation was found between the applied chemical stimulus and the net displace-
ment of the cell contingent related to a control state with no chemical stimulus. However, by
increasing the values for the chemical stimulus it has been found that after 1200 minutes the
initial linear behaviour changes into logarithmic as shown in Fig. 4.5c. Using this relation it
has been found that cells under a chemical stimulus of 2x10−2 mg/ml, given as the average
osteogenic chemical concentration produced by cells under a numerical control test with no
chemical and electrical stimuli [14,98], exhibit a migration speed of 9.6434x10−7 mm/s, which
amounts to 23.54% of the speed obtained if an external electric field of 500 mV/mm has been
applied, a value that is comparable with experimental observations [7, 9].
Figure 4.5: Numerical relations for cell migration directed by an external electric field. a)
Relation between the distance covered by cells and the electric field strength. b) Relation
between the electric field and cell colonization of the anode. c) Relation between the chemical
stimulus and cell migration in the absence of electric field.
Finally, cell migration response to changes in the electric field direction has been assessed
by implementing a complementary condition in which cells were exposed during 1500 minutes
to an electric field of 500 mV/mm followed by 500 minutes of exposure with changed direction
of polarization. According to results of this condition, the direction of the osteogenic cell
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migration follows the direction of the electric field, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Therefore, changes
in the direction of the electric field vector cause changes in the direction towards which cells
migrate, in this case, towards the anode. However, it must be highlighted that changes
in the direction of the electric field vector have no effect on cell diffusion and proliferation
behaviours since the cell density keeps the growing rate and distribution even after the electric
field changes direction (Fig. 4.6b-4.6c). Moreover, the distribution pattern after 1500 minutes
of exposure (Fig. 4.6d) is equal to the case when the electric field remains unchanged (Fig.
4.3a), despite of the cell colonization process shown in the latter case. Measurements on cell
migration after 500, 1000 and 1500 minutes of exposure revealed that cell migration speed
including the diffusion effect are not influenced by with the change in the direction of the
electric field. Only the cell migration direction, as explained by cell electrotaxis, is influenced.
This independence of the cell migration speed from electric field direction can be qualitatively
observed in the result shown after 1000 minutes of exposure (Fig. 4.6c) because the cell
density is located again in the centre of the domain. Differences in the patterns obey only to
the diffusion and proliferation terms as described in Eq. (4.1).
Figure 4.6: Osteogenic cell migration (in mg/ml) when the applied electric field changes
direction. a) Initial condition, no electric field. b) t=500 minutes, anode at right side. c)
t=1000, anode at left side. d) t=1500 minutes, anode at left side.
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4.4.2 Second case: Chemotaxis opposed to electrotaxis
A second experiment has been performed to evaluate cell migration response when an external
electric field and a chemical stimulus are simultaneously applied to cells but directing cell
migration in opposite directions (Fig. 4.1b). Results show that osteogenic cells respond to
both the electric and the chemical stimulus. However, above a certain threshold value, the
electrical stimulus dominates and determines the direction of cell migration as shown in Fig.
4.7.
Figure 4.7: Osteogenic cell migration (in mg/ml) after 700 minutes of stimulation with differ-
ent electric field strengths and a chemical stimulus directing migration in opposite direction.
a) E= 500 mV/mm. b) E= 200 mV/mm. c) E=100 mV/mm. d) E= 50 mV/mm.
To calculate the electric field threshold strength directing cell migration towards the anode,
the distance covered by cells after 1200 minutes of exposure to the electric field has been
measured. A linear relation has been found between the position of the cell contingent and
the electric field strength as shown in Fig. 4.8a. This relation shows that for very low
strengths of electric field the cell migration is negative. This means that cell migration is
mainly induced by chemotaxis and therefore directed towards the chemical stimulus source.
On the other hand, for high strengths of electric field, cell migration is positive as it is mainly
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controlled by the electrotaxis and therefore directed towards the anode.
By calculating the x-cross of this curve, it has been determined that the electric field
strength that counteracts the chemical stimulus is 34.95 mV/mm. Interestingly, the test for
this value showed that there is a deviation of the cell contingent from the initial condition
towards the chemical stimulus. This deviation can be explained by the remnants of chemotaxis
as shown in Figs. 4.9c - 4.9d. A measurement of cell contingent position after 1200 minutes
shows that for the given threshold value of the electric field (Fig. 4.9c) cells move about
2µm towards the chemical stimulus and that when no electric field is applied (Fig. 4.9d)
cells move 46µm. Therefore, an electric field of 34.95 mV/mm counteracts the chemical
stimulus and provides a threshold value for electric field strength above which osteogenic cells
clearly respond to the electrical stimulus, an observation that is correlated with experimental
observations [5].
Figure 4.8: Numerical relations for cell migration directed by an electric field with an opposite-
side chemical stimulus. a) Relation between the velocity (in mm/s) resulting from the move-
ment of the osteogenic cells after the given exposure time, and the electric field strength. b)
Relation between electric field and cell colonization of the anode.
Additionally, and using the linear relation shown in Fig. 4.8a, it has been possible to
calculate the cell migration speed of the osteogenic cells under the conditions given in Fig.
4.1b. It has been found that osteogenic cells migrate by electrotaxis at a rate of 8.6273x10−9
mm2/(mV · s), and that for an electric field of 500 mV/mm the cell speed is 4.313x10−6
mm/s. However, when no electric field is applied, Fig. 4.8a exhibits a negative value for the
cell migration speed. Together with the electrotaxis term a second term is causing the cell mi-
gration by chemotaxis and the diffusive effect shown in Fig. 4.5a. The negative sign indicates
that cell migration is directed towards the chemical stimulus, i.e., opposite to electrotaxis.
By subtracting the diffusive effect, it has been found that cells migrate by chemotaxis at
-7.3990x10−7 mm/s. The total cell migration speed is given as the sum of the electrotaxis,
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Figure 4.9: Osteogenic cell migration (in mg/ml) after 1500 minutes of stimulation with low
strengths of electric field and a chemical stimulus directing cell migration in the opposite
direction. a) E= 200 mV/mm. b) E= 100 mV/mm. c) E= 34.95 mV/mm. d) E= 0 mV/mm.
chemotaxis and diffusive effect and amounts to 4.0122x10−6 mm/s, a value that is close to
the speed obtained when only the electrical stimulus is applied (Fig. 4.5a). This result also
correlates with experimental data where a chemical stimulus opposite to the electric field
vector reduces cell migration speed [5].
Finally, cell colonization of the anode is estimated. Results show that after 1500 minutes
cell density and cell spreading exhibit a similar behaviour to that presented in Fig. 4.3 when
no chemical stimulus is applied. Moreover, results show that there is also a logarithmic
relation between the strength of the electric field and the cell density colonizing at the anode
side as shown in Fig. 4.8b. Using this relation it was found that cells arrive to the anode if
an external electric field of 162.5 mV/mm is applied. It was also found that the cell density
at the anode side increases to reach the normalized concentration value when an external
electric field of 236.1 mV/mm is applied. These values represent a difference of 5.85% and
2.63% with respect to the values obtained when only the electrical stimulus is applied, namely
172.6 mV/mm and 242.3 mV/mm respectively.
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4.4.3 Third case: Electrotaxis aided by chemotaxis
A third experiment has been performed to evaluate cell migration when the electric field and
a chemical stimulus both direct cell migration in the same direction (Fig. 4.1c). Results show
that cells migrate towards the source of both electrical and chemical stimulus (Fig. 4.10), in
a similar way as observed when the electric field is the only stimulus.
Figure 4.10: Osteogenic cell migration (in mg/ml) after 700 minutes of exposure to different
strengths of the electric field and with a chemical stimulus directing cell migration in the same
direction. a) E= 500 mV/mm. b) E= 300 mV/mm. c) E= 100 mV/mm.
Measurements for cell migration were taken after 1200 minutes of exposure to the electric
field and a linear relation was found between the cell migration speed and the electric field
strength as presented in Fig. 4.11a. This relation, as in Figs. 4.5a and 4.8a, also consists
of two contributions. The first contribution is related to the electric field and leads to a cell
migration rate by electrotaxis of 7.8362x10−9 mm2/(mV · s). Assuming an electric field of
500 mV/mm, cell migration speed amounts to 3.9181x10−6 mm/s. The second contribution
accounts for the chemotaxis and diffusive effects. Therefore, subtracting the diffusion term
found in Fig. 4.5a, the cell migration speed by chemotaxis is found to be 7.4108x10−7 mm/s.
The total cell migration speed is obtained as the sum of the electrotaxis, chemotaxis and
diffusion contributions and amounts to 5.0976x10−6 mm/s. This total cell migration speed is
higher than the speed obtained in the case where only the electrical stimulus is applied (Fig.
4.5a). In fact, there is an increase of 19.65% when compared to the result shown in Fig. 4.5a
and an increase of 18.65% when the value is compared to the case where the chemical stimulus
directs cell migration in an opposite direction than the electric field does (Fig. 4.8a).
Cell colonization of the anode was measured after 1500 minutes of exposure to both the
chemical stimulus and a variable electric field. Results obtained show that cell density and
cell spreading over the anode side increases as the applied electric field strength is increased
(Fig. 4.12). Although this behaviour equals that found when only the electrical stimulus is
applied, differences should be considered in terms of the direction of the electric field (left to
right) and the presence of a chemical stimulus that also directs cell migration towards the
anode (right side of the domain), as depicted in Fig. 4.1c.
Figure 4.12a and 4.12b show that the cell density at the surface of th anode is higher and
largely spread compared to the case in which no chemical stimulus is applied (Fig. 4.3a and
4.3b). Furthermore, from Fig. 4.12c and 4.12d it is found that cell colonization at the anode
side is achieved for lower electric field strength than the case in which only the electrical
stimulus is applied (4.3c and 4.3d). In fact, results provide a logarithmic relation between the
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Figure 4.11: Numerical relations for cell migration directed by an electric field with a equal-
sided chemical stimulus. a) Relation between the electric field and cell speed towards the
anode. b) Relation between electric field and cell colonization of the anode.
electric field strength and the cell density colonization of the anode, as shown in Fig. 4.11b.
According to this relation, it is found that cells arrive to the anode when an external electric
field of 101.6 mV/mm is applied. It is also found that cell density at the anode increases
to reach a normalized concentration value when an external electric field of 166.5 mV/mm
is applied. These values represent a difference of 41.14 % and 31.28% with respect to the
values obtained when only the electrical stimulus is applied (Fig. 4.3). This result suggests
that when the chemical stimulus directs cell migration in equal direction than the electric
field, lower electric field strength is needed for cells to reach the anode and colonize it up to
a normalized cell density.
4.4.4 Forth case: Electrotaxis independent of chemotaxis
Results presented in Fig. 4.9 indicate that the electric field in the ranges of strength here
used, provides an override signal for the chemical stimulus. A more detailed observation of the
independence of the electrotaxis from any chemical cues has been implemented in this research
following the same criteria as reported in the experimental protocols [1,5]. To this end, a forth
simulation case was designed as shown in Fig. 4.1d. Results show that, even under a constant
chemical flux perpendicular to the electric field vector, cells migrate towards the anode in
response to the electrotaxis. This is presented in Fig. 4.13. Furthermore, measurements on
cell migration after 1200 minutes yields that cell speed migration under the chemical flux
equals to the case when no chemical is present, a result that can be observed when comparing
the position of the cell contingent shown in Figs. 4.2a and 4.13a. Moreover, it was found that
cell colonization and cell spreading over the anode after 1500 minutes (Fig. 4.13c) equals the
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Figure 4.12: Osteogenic cell colonization (in mg/ml) of the anode after 1500 minutes of
stimulation with different electric field strengths. a) E=500 mV/mm. b) E=400 mV/mm. c)
E=300 mV/mm. d) E=200 mV/mm.
case where no chemical stimulus is applied (Fig. 4.3a). However, a slight movement of the
cell contingent in the direction of the chemical flux was observed (Fig. 4.13c), that is caused
by the drift force of the perpendicular osteogenic chemical flux.
4.5 Discussion
This paper presents a mathematical model to calculate the response of an osteogenic cells cul-
ture exposed to a static electric field. The model is based on an extension of the chemotaxis
model representing cellular behaviour in the presence of a chemical signal [82, 86], and the
Laplace equation for the static electric field [108]. This representation provides a framework
to numerically reproduce the cell migration directed by an external electric field as experi-
mentally observed [5, 7], in such a way that an increase in the strength of the electric field
increases the rate of cell migration (Fig. 4.2). It has been numerically obtained that a change
in the direction of the electric field vector changes the direction of cell migration in concor-
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Figure 4.13: Osteogenic cell migration (in mg/ml) under a constant flux of osteogenic chemical
perpendicular to the electric field vector. E=500 mV/mm. a) t=700 minutes. b) t=1200
minutes. c) t=1500 minutes.
dance with experimental reports and with the electrotaxis concept (Fig. 4.6) [1,5]. Therefore,
by changing the sign of the electrotaxis term in Eq. (4.1), it is possible to reproduce cell mi-
gration towards the cathode side. This observation allow us to conclude that this behaviour
may be suitable to extend the model to other biological configurations since the direction of
cell migration due to electrotaxis depends on the cell type [6].
This model is based on two simplifications. The first simplification deals with an idealiza-
tion of the osteogenic cells culture. As initial condition it is assumed that cellular confluence
has been reached and that the cells are viable and fully differentiated into osteogenic cells. In
vitro conditions such as temperature, humidity and gaseous interchange are not considered
and therefore an ideal environment is assumed. The influence of the substrate on cell culture
is neglected thus no cell-substrate interactions, like adhesion forces, are considered. The cel-
lular medium is assumed to be homogeneous and no interactions between the individual cells
are taken into account. This supports the simplification of the multiple proteins and growth
factors needed to maintain the culture as a single osteogenic chemical signal to which cells
respond.
The second simplification deals with the electrical behaviour of the osteogenic cells. It
is assumed that the osteogenic cells respond to an external electric field by the mechanism
of electrotaxis [5, 6] and that a cellular excitation by the presence of the electric field leads
to increased synthesis rates of chemical signals [8]. However, the electrical properties of the
osteogenic cells and of the chemical signal are not considered in the model. Polarization
effects over the cells and the chemical signal are neglected and therefore, the movement of
proteins and other charged particles in the presence of the electric field is not included. It
must be stated here that the main purpose of the model is to establish a numerical approach
for the electric field effects on cell migration, a phenomenon well known from experimental
reports [5, 7, 9]. Therefore, the model as described here is not intended to explore the under-
lying electrochemical mechanisms of electrotaxis and therefore electrical interactions of the
osteogenic cells with the applied electric field are outside the scope of these work [109].
Nevertheless the abovementioned simplifications, it has been numerically found that there
is an increment on cell migration speed when the osteogenic cells are exposed to a static electric
field (Fig. 4.5a). In fact, it has been measured that the cell migration speed if no electric
field is applied amounts to 23.54% of the speed obtained when an electric field of 500mV/mm
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is applied. This value can be compared with experimental results in which differences in cell
migration speed are about 50% [7]. However, it must be taken into account that the control
state in the numerical approach is related to a condition where cell migration is directed by
chemotaxis (Fig. 4.4) [86].
The reason for considering a control state without chemical and electrical stimuli is that
we gain insight in the terms that account for cell migration as described in Eq. (4.1) and
as a consequence cells remain in the centre of the domain throughout the entire simulation
time. The chemical stimulus applied to the cells in the control state is taken as reference to
the numerical chemical concentration produced by cells when no stimuli are applied at all
[98]. Hence, the difference between the numerical and the experimental values for osteogenic
cell migration speed migration when exposed to an electric field may be due to the average
chemical stimulus applied to the cells. Further analysis of the chemical stimulus value may
lead to changes in the chemical component of the total cell migration speed that may better
correlate to the total migration pattern to the values reported elsewhere. However, and despite
the differences in the cell migration rate, a control condition including a chemical stimulus
should be considered as realistic as possible since cell migration is triggered by the presence
of a physical stimulus inducing changes in cellular signaling mechanism [4,110].
Another feature of the model is the reproduction of experimental observations according
to which the electrical stimulus is an overriding signal for other guidance cues [5, 100]. By
applying an electric field directing cell migration towards the anode together with a chemical
stimulus that first directs cells migration opposite to the electric field (Fig. 4.7) and later in
the same direction (Fig. 4.10), it is concluded that cell migration has a greater response to
the effect of the electric field than to the chemical stimulus. Furthermore, numerical results
shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.9 yields that the electric stimulus is an overriding signal for
the chemical stimulus on cell migration. This overriding effect of electrotaxis is numerically
corroborated in the same way that is done in experimental research by introducing a constant
chemical flux perpendicular to the electric field vector (Fig. 4.1d) [100]. The results of this
implementation is as shown in Fig. 4.13 and leads to conclude using numerical support that
the electrotaxis is not mediated by chemotaxis and that the electrical effects on cell migration
act independently of local chemical gradients [100].
Nevertheless, it has been found that the overriding effect of the electric field is only com-
plete when the electric field strength is higher than a certain threshold value, a behaviour
shown in experimental reports and quantified for corneal epithelial cells [5,100]. A numerical
approach based on a relation found between the electric field strength and osteogenic cell mi-
gration speed (Fig. 4.8a) determines this threshold value being 34.95 mV/mm. This value is
comparable in order of magnitude to the value of 12.5 mV/mm reported for corneal epithelial
cells [5] and is lower than the minimal electrical stimulation value for sarcoma osteoblastic
cells (SaOs-2) where this value is found to be 200 mV/mm [7]. Despite the differences, which
may explained as differences between the physiology of corneal epithelial cells, SaOs-2 cells
and the osteogenic cells requiring an additional adjustment of the numerical parameters of
the model, results obtained are in the same order of magnitude and can be correlated to the
threshold electric field strength that has been experimentally obtained
Furthermore, it has been found that the chemical stimulus has influence on the total cell
speed migration towards the anode. Numerical results show that for an electric field of 500
mV/mm there is a reduction of 2% on cell migration if the chemical stimulus is opposed to
the electric field. In contrary, an increase of 19.65% has been found if the chemical stimulus
directs cell migration towards the anode, as resumed in table 4.5. These observations are
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Stimulation E.C. (x10−6 mm/s) C.C. (x10−6 mm/s) T.S. (x10−6 mm/s)
Case 1 3.6575 0.96436 4.0959
Case 2 4.3136 -0.7399 4.0122
Case 3 3.9181 0.74108 5.0976
Table 4.2: Osteogenic cell migration speed components found for three different stimuli config-
urations after 1200 minutes of exposure to an 500 mV/mm electric field and a 2x10−2 mg/ml
chemical signal. Total migration speed (T.S.) is calculated as the sum of the electrical (E.C.),
chemical (C.C) and diffusive component.
in concordance with a similar behaviour observed in corneal epithelial cells [5] and provide
quantification values for the change on cell migration due to the directness of the chemical
stimulus, values that are not available in the reviewed literature. However, it is observed that
a 2% change in the total cell migration speed when the electrical and chemical stimulus are
opposed is not much significant (table 4.5) although the electrical component of cell migration
speed is increased in 15.21% compared to the case when no chemical stimulus is applied. This
means that osteogenic cells under this condition experience a higher electrotaxis effect than
if the electric field is the only stimulus applied. Therefore, the reduced effect on the total cell
migration speed up to the 2% previously mentioned is a consequence of the substracting effect
of the chemical component of the cell migration speed, opposed to the electrical component.
Despite this small difference, additional curiosity lead to use the numerical relations ob-
tained for osteogenic cell migration speed in response to only the electric field (Fig. 4.5a) and
later to only the chemical stimulus (Fig. 4.5b). The aim of these assays was to find the value
for the chemical stimulus needed to impress a cell migration speed equal to that obtained
when an electric field of 500 mV/mm is applied. After doing some calculations, the chemical
stimulus needed is five orders of magnitude greater than the average chemical concentration
used throughout the numerical simulations. Therefore, from a chemical stand point, there is
no suitable way to move the cells at the same speed impressed by an electric field. Hence,
the electrical behaviour of cells considered in terms of cell migration should be exploited as a
possible way for reducing healing time and improving the formation of new tissues [74, 103].
Numerical simulations also provide an approach to this matter since the osteogenic cell den-
sity, when stimulated with an electric field, colonizes and spreads over a preferential electrode
in a higher rate than when the cell migration is directed only by chemotaxis. This result can
be observed from Figs. 4.3d and 4.4b, leading to the conclusion that an electric field strength
below 200 mV/mm causes a similar colonization pattern of the anode than when an average
chemical stimulus is applied.
Numerical results for cell colonization and spreading show however a reduction in the
electric field strength needed for the cells to colonize the anode when an electric field is applied
together with a chemical stimulus. It has been found that there is a reduction of 5.85% in the
electric field needed for the ostogenic cells to reach the anode when the chemical stimulus is
opposed to the electric field. There is also a reduction of 41.14% when the chemical stimulus
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Stimulation Arrival (in mV/mm) Colonization (in mV/mm)
Case 1 172.6 242.3
Case 2 162.5 236.1
Case 3 101.6 166.5
Table 4.3: EF strengths found for the osteogenic cell to arrive and to colonize the anode side
after 1500 minutes of exposure to three different stimuli configurations.
and the electric field direct cell migration in the same direction, as resumed in table 4.5.
These differences can be explained considering the magnitude and direction of the electrical
and chemical components of the total cell migration speed. When the chemical stimulus is
opposed to the electric field, a higher electrical component of the total cell migration speed is
obtained compared to the case when the only stimulus applied is the electric field. This means
that there is a strong electrical effect on the osteogenic cells and therefore the electric field
needed to reach the anode is lower. However, the additional load imposed by the opposed
chemical stimulus reduces the total effect and in consequence the required electric field is
reduced only in 6.22% (table 4.5). On the other hand, when both the chemical and electrical
stimulus direct cell migration towards the anode, also a higher electrical component for the
total cell migration speed is obtained. Since in this case the chemical effect increases the cell
response, there is a strong total effect due to both the electrical and chemical stimulus (table
4.5) and therefore the electric field needed to colonize the anode, as resumed in table 4.5,
accounts to 41.14% less than if the electric field is the only stimulus applied.
A similar behaviour reviewing the function of the chemical stimulus in the presence of an
electric field has been experimentally addressed [5,100] although results are given for the total
cell migration speed. The numerical approach allows splitting the total cell migration speed
into three components or effects, namely the electrical, chemical and diffusive. This feature
leads to better quantify the interaction between the electric field and the chemical stimulus
since it has been found numerically that the electric field increases the electrical component of
the total cell migration speed and therefore in may enhance cell motility in concordance with
experimental observations [4, 111]. Furthermore, it has been found that when the chemical
stimulus is applied together with the electric field the chemical component of the total cell
migration speed is reduced in 23.21% compared to the case when no electric field is applied,
as resumed in table 4.5. This reduction may be considered as inhibition of chemotaxis by
the electric field, a behaviour that has been also observed experimentally for bacterias [111].
Although no related effects have been reviewed for osteogenic cells behaviour, we have found
that the electric field enhances the electrical component of the total cell migration speed
and therefore the motility of the osteogenic cells [4]. We have also found that the chemical
component of the total cell migration speed is reduced when an external electric field is also
applied (table 4.5). We hypothezise that this behaviour is because the electric field increases
the synthesis of signalling molecules but at the same time reduces the ability of the cell to
sense the chemotaxis signalling [99]. Further research, however, from both numerical and
experimental nature should be performed prior to conclude on this idea.
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In addition to this results, numerical analysis has been conducted on the density of os-
teogenic cells colonizing the anode. The logarithmic relation found for cell colonization when
no chemical stimulus is applied (Fig. 4.5b) shows a tendency for a saturation value that
predicts that for an electric field of 1000 mV/mm the accumulation of osteogenic cells over
the anode is a few more than five times its normalized value. Moreover, for this same electric
field strength an considering a chemical stimulus opposed to the electric field, the predicted
accumulation of osteogenic cells is nearly five times the normalized value (Fig. 4.8b) and when
both chemical and electric stimulus orient cell migration in the same direction the accumula-
tion is below five times the normalized value (Fig. 4.11b). According to this results, and since
an electric field of 1000 mV/mm is near the maximum electric field suitable for the viability
of osteogenic cells [9], the mathematical framework provides an insight to cell damage due to
electric field exposure by considering that the amount of viable cells colonizing the anode is
reduced when the electrical sensitivity of cells related to the electrical component of the total
cell migration speed is enhanced with the activity of the chemical component. According to
this, it is proven by using a numerical approach that the osteogenic cells have an electrochem-
ical response because the application of an electric field increases their cell migration speed
and a chemical stimulus may act a control to this increased cell migration speed, behaviour
that has been observed experimentally [5, 103].
Despite the differences given by the presence and behaviour of the chemical effect, it has
been found that an electric field increases cell colonization and cell spreading over the anode
in the same way that cells colonize and spread over certain substrates due to its surface
topography and biocompatibility [16, 20]. This effect, or osteoconduction, allows for tissue
formation in direct contact with surfaces made of non-biological materials and is the base for
wound healing and anchorage of implants [16].
Since the application of an electric field leads to an increment on cell density over the
anode side and this cell density can be mediated by the strength of the electric field as shown
in Figs. 4.5b, 4.8b and 4.11b, it is feasible to conclude that a so-called electro-osteoconduction
phenomenon may increase the rate of tissue formation over a given substrate and therefore by
using an electrical stimulus, it may reduce healing times and improve tissue formation around
implants, as experimentally reported elsewhere [11,112].
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MODELING BLOOD CLOTTING IN THE PRESENCE OF AN
ELECTRICAL STIMULUS
5.1 Introduction
A successful osseointegration, i.e., the formation of stable and functional bone at the bone-
dental implant interface, cannot be obtained in the absence of a proper initial stability of the
implant [16,36]. Although mechanical factors dominate this initial stability, it is accepted that
controlled bleeding and suitable formation of soft tissues at the interface keeps the implant
in place [19, 25]. Since the biological process of blood clotting comprises a chain of complex
biomolecular events mediated by the presence of different types of cells and chemical molecules
[48,49], the control of the blood clot formation is typically achieved by using chemical reactions
that accelerate the clotting phase [113]. However, findings on the electrical behaviour of the
blood elements have shown that blood clot formation can be also induced by the application
of an external electric signal [104,114]. Therefore, it is possible to induce thrombus formation
to occlude arteries, veins and vascular anomalies by applying a static electric field, a process
known as electro-thrombosis [104]. It is also possible to count the number of available platelets
in a blood sample by using an electrical stimulus as is done during the electrical aggregometry
test [58].
Although most of the knowledge has been obtained using experimental assays, mathe-
matical models and computational simulations have proved helpful in providing additional
information on this type of interactions, especially during healing processes [15, 68]. Accord-
ingly, a mathematical formulation for the formation of the fibrillar network that finally detains
the blood loss after the implant placement was previously introduced [68]. In that formulation,
the Law of Mass Action was used to mathematically describe the kinetic reaction between
thrombin and fibrinogen, the two most important blood proteins governing the conversion
mechanism that creates the fibers of the final blood clot [48]. Based on that description, in
this work we introduce a modified form of the mathematical formulation for the blood clot
formation including terms that represent the influence of an external electrical stimulus in
both the kinetic reaction between thrombin and fibrinogen, and the formation of the final
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fibrillar network.
The formulation of these new terms is based on the hypothesis that due to the electrical
charges of thrombin, fibrinogen and platelets, an external electrical stimulus increases the
conversion of fibrinogen into fibrin [114] and might create a preferential site for an increased
fibrin fibers formation [57]. Indeed, by considering a static electric field (EF) as the stimulus,
fibrin formation is higher near the positive electrode [58]. Numerical results show that blood
clot formation is increased near the positive electrode of the applied stimulus, in agreement
with experimental observations [114]. Furthermore, the numerical results allow us to quantify
the increase in blood clot formation in the presence of an EF. Accordingly, it is concluded that
the blood clot density can be controlled not only by the concentrations of molecules and cells
governing the clotting reactions [113], but also by the strength of the electrical signal [105].
5.2 Blood clotting and electrical stimulation
Blood clotting is part of the mechanism of haemostasis, which ensures the integrity of the
vascular network even after an injury has occurred [48]. In such a case, blood loss triggers
blood clotting together with the vasoconstriction of the damaged vessels to reduce the blood
infiltration. In addition, the platelets present in the poured blood localize and aggregate
forming an initial plug that also helps detain the blood loss [48, 49]. With the injury of a
blood vessel a series of blood molecules, called coagulation factors, are activated [48]. The
complex and organized reactions between the coagulation factors come together in a conversion
mechanism which transforms the poured blood into a fibrillar network that in turn brings
support to the aggregated platelets and completely stops the blood loss [50].
The reactions leading to blood clotting can be reduced into two pathways. The first one is
the intrinsic pathway, which is activated when the blood transported by the vascular network
gets in contact with the sub-endothelial environment [48]. The second is the extrinsic pathway,
which is activated as a consequence of a vascular injury that in turn induces a biochemical
response from the damaged tissues [12]. After a series of other chemical reactions, these two
pathways converge at the so-called common pathway [48, 49], which is associated with the
formation of the fibrin clot and depends on the conversion of prothrombin [50]. During this
conversion, the inactivated blood plasma prothrombin is transformed into thrombin, which
interacts with the plasma fibrinogen splitting off the molecule in a kinetic reaction to form
small fibers of fibrin. These small fibers or monomers then aggregate and form larger fibers
making up a fibrillar network that permeates the entire injured area [12,50].
A number of conditions may influence the formation of the fibrin network. The activa-
tion/inhibition of the chain of reactions preceding the formation of fibrin monomers is by far
the most observed [49,115]. Accordingly, the inhibition of the prothrombin conversion and the
inactivation of thrombin reduces fibrin formation, as used in anticoagulation applications [49].
Additionally, the activation of platelets releasing cytoplasmatic granules rich in fibrinogen [49]
(yet another mechanism normally involved during blood clotting) can be affected by blood
diseases which induce variations in the number of available platelets in the blood stream, as
is the case of thrombocytosis and thrombocytopenia [116].
An additional controlling mechanism for fibrin formation is afforded by the application of
an external electrical signal. It is known that the fibrinogen molecule has a negative charge [57]
whereas the thrombin molecule has a positive charge [117]. Experimental reports show that
platelets also have a negative charge and as a consequence, they accumulate (and aggregate)
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at the surface of a positive charged electrode [104]. By connecting a direct power source
to two electrodes in contact with a blood plasma sample, it was observed that most of the
positive electrode was covered with a blood clot, whereas the negative electrode was clot-
free [114]. Hence, the activation of the blood clot process, and the direction of migration of
both thrombin and fibrinogen can be electrically controlled. We hypothesize that the kinetic
reaction that converts fibrinogen into fibrin is electrically mediated in such a way that higher
fibrin densities might be obtained at the positive electrode. This provides a preferential blood
coagulation site and a possible control mechanism for blood clotting, the initial stage in the
sequence which leads to wound healing and osseointegration of a dental implant.
5.3 Mathematical model
The blood clot process is simplified as the kinetic reaction between thrombin and fibrinogen
[48]. Since the presence of an electrical stimulus increases the activity of the conversion
reaction [58, 104], a mathematical description accounting for the electrical behaviour of the
blood clotting process is introduced. The model comprises four variables: 1) the thrombin
concentration (T(x,t)), 2) the fibrinogen concentration (F(x,t)), 3) the fibrin density (f(x,t))
and 4) the electric potential (Ve(x)), with x a position vector in the x, y plane, and t the
time. Each one of these variables is mathematically described as follows:
Thrombin
The reaction-diffusion equation that describes the thrombin concentration reads
∂T
∂t
= ∇ · (DT∇T − TET∇Ve) + k1P − k2(Ve)TF 2 − k3T. (5.1)
The flux of thrombin is considered as a random dispersal mechanism. It is modeled as
a linear diffusion term with coefficient DT . An additional term with anisotropic coefficient
ET (with value different from zero only in the direction of the applied electrical stimulus)
accounts for the electrical dispersion of thrombin due to its electric charge [117]. Accord-
ingly, the negative sign indicates migration towards the negative electrode. Since thrombin
is obtained through prothrombin conversion [118], the production term with coefficient k1 is
related to the prothrombin concentration P. The transformation mechanism is given by a non-
linear term with electric potential-dependent coefficient k2(Ve). This coefficient is expressed
as k2(1− c1Ve), where k2 is the transformation parameter [68], and the term (1− c1Ve) medi-
ates the electrically controlled transformation mechanism using the anisotropic coefficient for
thrombin c1. The negative sign accounts for the reduced thrombin concentration in the areas
for which the electric potential is positive, i.e., larger amounts of thrombin are used by the
transformation mechanism near the positive electrode [114, 117]. A linear consumption term
with coefficient k3 complements the equation.
Fibrinogen
The reaction-diffusion equation used for the fibrinogen concentration reads
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∂F
∂t
= ∇ · (DF∇F + FEF∇Ve) + k2(Ve)TF 2 + k3T + k4(Ve)G− k5F. (5.2)
Fibrinogen is considered as a random dispersal substance with a linear diffusion term
with coefficient DF . The electrical dispersion due to the negative charge of fibrinogen is
controlled by the anisotropic coefficient EF . The positive sign indicates that the electrical
attraction is towards the positive electrode. A nonlinear term with coefficient k2(Ve) controls
the transformation mechanism. This coefficient is expressed as k2(1 + c2Ve), where k2 is the
transformation parameter [68], and (1 + c2Ve) is the electrically controlled transformation
mechanism mediated by the anisotropic coefficient for fibrinogen c2. The positive sign in-
dicates an increase in the transformation reaction in the areas where the electric potential
is positive, i.e., larger amounts of fibrinogen are available for the conversion into fibrin near
the positive electrode [57, 114]. The fibrinogen production is associated with the presence of
thrombin through the coefficient k3. An additional production term with coefficient k4(Ve) is
related to the concentration of granules G released by the activated platelets that also con-
tain fibrinogen [49]. Since platelet activation can be electrically controlled [58], the coefficient
k4(Ve) is expressed as k4(1 + c3Ve), where k4 is related to the fibrinogen released by the acti-
vated platelets [68,118], and the term (1+ c3Ve) is a secondary fibrinogen release mediated by
the anisotropic coefficient c3 related to the electrical activation of platelets and the consequent
granules release [58]. Finally, the fibrinogen consumption is modeled by a linear term with
coefficient k5.
Fibrin
The relevant equation is
∂f
∂t
=
[
αfmax[1− e−(αt+βf+βeVef)]
1− (β + βeVe) fmax e−(αt+βf+βeVef)
](
W p
fp +W p
)
. (5.3)
The kinetic reaction between thrombin and fibrinogen leads to the conversion of fibrinogen
into a network of fibrin fibers [48,50]. This conversion is modeled by means of an exponential
term controlled by three coefficients. The coefficient α is related to the formation rate of fibrin
fibers [50]. The coefficient β correlates the number of activated platelets and the concentration
of fibrinogen released by them [119]. The coefficient βe represents the accumulation and
activation at the positive electrode of the negatively charged platelets when exposed to the
EF between a pair of electrodes [104]. The amplitude of the exponential is controlled by
the parameter fmax, viz., the experimental value of fibrin concentration [71]. The conversion
pattern is transmitted from fibrinogen to fibrin by means of an activation function with
threshold value W and slope p.
Electric potential
The electric potential must satisfy the Laplace’s equation in Eq. (4.3). As in Chapter 4,
the net charge inside the bone-dental implant interface is zero. This is realistic because cells
and tissues show dielectric properties [4], and we neglect the endogenous currents and EFs
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created by the disruption of the integrity of cells and tissues after an injury [1]. Similarly to
the reason exposed in Chapter 4, only static potentials are considered for this model.
5.4 Description of the simulation
The numerical solution of Eqs. (5.1) - (5.3) is carried out by means of the finite elements
method with a Galerkin approximation for the spatial discretization combined with the
backward-Euler approach for the time discretization [95]. The solution was implemented
in a bi-dimensional domain representing a section of the interface created between the im-
plant surface and the host bone border [120], discretized into 9 132 quadrilateral patches and
9 350 nodes (Fig. 5.4).
Figure 5.1: a) - b) The bone-dental implant interface. c) Simulation domain. d) Connection
of the ideal power source and outline of the evaluation zone.
Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) were implemented in a dimensionless form as described in the Ap-
pendix A.2.1. This was done to reduce the kinetic reaction between thrombin and fibrinogen
into a modified form of the glycolysis model used in morphogenesis applications [82,98]. Thus,
initial conditions for both thrombin and fibrinogen correspond to small perturbations of the
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steady-state concentration observed for the variables of the glycolysis model [98]. The initial
condition for fibrin is null since the fibrin network is a product of the kinetic reaction between
thrombin and fibrinogen. The initial state for the electric potential is equal to zero.
Flux conditions at the contours of the domain for Eqs.(5.1) - (5.3) are set to zero. Accord-
ingly, no blood influx into the domain is considered. Besides, the formation of the fibrin clot
is assumed to be carried out only by the thrombin and fibrinogen transported by the blood
which pours in the bone-dental interface from the moment the implant is inserted into the
bone (breaking of the blood vessels) until the formation of the activated platelets plug which
initially stops the blood loss [48].
Four scenarios were simulated, each one characterized by a different electric field (EF)
strength, namely, 0, 250 mV/mm, 500 mV/mm and 750 mV/mm [7, 9]. The EF stimulation
was implemented assuming that an electrical device built inside the dental implant creates a
static EF between the implant surface and the host bone surface which is connected to ground.
To reproduce this, two ideal parallel electrodes are connected to an external power source,
as shown in Fig. 5.4d. The electric potential is obtained by solving the two-dimensional
problem described by Eq. (4.3) with the corresponding boundary conditions. Specifically, the
potential at the boundary representing the host bone was set to zero, whereas at the boundary
representing the implant surface it was set in each case to the desired EF strength times the
lower width of the domain (0.55 mm). A so-called evaluation zone (Fig. 5.4d) was defined by
considering all the elements located 5 µm away from the implant surface [68, 121] to enable
evaluating the fibrin formation at the different simulation scenarios.
The simulations were done for 1 000 time steps corresponding to a total real-time of ten
minutes, i.e., the time needed for the fibrin network to consolidate the final plug at the bone-
dental implant interface [51]. The values of the parameters used in Eqs. (5.1) - (4.3) were
obtained from literature. In cases were no information was available, numerical experimenta-
tion was used to obtain consistent spatial-temporal patterns. Table 5.4 summarizes the values
finally used in the simulations. Further information about these parameters can be found in
Appendix A.2.2.
5.5 Results
A first simulation was performed to evaluate the model when no EF is applied. In this case,
the fibrin network formation is the consequence of the transformation mechanism only. The
results are shown in Fig. 5.5. Initially, there is no kinetic reaction and hence no fibrinogen
has been converted into fibrin, as observed in Fig. 5.5a. After 2 minutes, the kinetic reaction
has started, fibrin fibers are being assembled, and a fibrillar pattern appears throughout the
domain (Fig. 5.5b). This assembling mechanism continues forming the fibrin fibers after 10
minutes (Fig. 5.5c). The concentration values shown correspond with values reported for the
fibrin density of the fibrillar network up to a maximal value of 2.5 mg/ml [68,71].
Next, three different simulation scenarios have been implemented to evaluate the effect
of the EF in the fibrin network formation. In the first scenario, an EF of 250 mV/mm is
applied to the bone-dental implant interface. In this case, the fibrin network formation shows
a similar time evolution pattern as in the case when no EF is applied. However, the density
of the fibrillar pattern near the implant surface after 10 minutes exhibits a slight increase as
shown in Fig. 5.5b, as compared to the case without EF (Fig. 5.5a). This increase is explained
by the electrical activity of both thrombin and fibrinogen described by the complementary
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Parameter Value Units Reference
DT 5.0417x10−4 mm2 s−1 [68]
DF 5.647x10−5 mm2 s−1 [68]
ET 1.8x10−3 mm2 (V s)−1 N.E.*
EF 1.8x10−3 mm2 (V s)−1 N.E.*
k1 2.0x10−3 s−1 [68]
k2 1.7x10−3 (s (mg/ml)2)−1 [68]
k3 1.0x10−3 s−1 [68]
k4 50x10−6 s−1 [68]
k5 1.7x10−3 s−1 [68]
c1 0.3636 V−1 N.E.*
c2 0.3636 V−1 N.E.*
c3 0.4627 V−1 N.E.*
fmax 2.5 mg/ml [71]
α 0.5 s−1 [50]
β 0.37 (mg/ml)−1 [68]
βe 0.02 (V mg/ml)−1 N.E.*
* N.E. = Numerical Experiment.
Table 5.1: Parameter values for the mathematical model of blood clotting
terms in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), and the additional platelet aggregation obtained with the
presence of the EF [58].
These two effects are enhanced at higher EF strengths. Therefore, the application of an
EF of 500 mV/mm (second scenario) yields a more conspicuous increase of the fibrin density
near the implant surface after 10 minutes (Fig. 5.5c). An even higher fibrin density is observed
for the third case when an EF of 750 mV/mm is applied (Fig. 5.5d). As a consequence of
the higher fibrin density, the fibrillar pattern is denser near the implant surface. This means
that the distance between the fibers is reduced and in consequence the individual fibers are
no longer observable.
Additional results plotted in Fig. 5.5 attest the increased fibrin formation near the implant
surface after 10 minutes. Fig. 5.5a shows the fibrin density along a straight line parallel to the
bottom of the domain and crossing the vertical axis at 0.1 mm hight. When no EF is applied,
the fibrin density in the domain shows no clear trend and is around 1.7 - 1.8 mg/ml in average.
However, when the EF is applied, the fibrin density near the implant surface increases with
the EF strength. In fact, for an EF of 750 mV/mm, an exponential like pattern is obtained.
For this case, a maximum density of 2.24 mg/ml is achieved 4 µm away from the implant
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Figure 5.2: Fibrin network formation when no EF is applied. a) t = 0 min. b) t = 2 min. c)
t = 10 min.
surface.
Interestingly, in all the four simulation scenarios, the fibrin density at the host bone surface
(negative electrode) takes on a value around 1.8 mg/ml. This fact is an indication that the EF
influences fibrin formation only near the positive electrode, as experimentally reported [114].
Furthermore, the influence of the EF in the fibrin network formation time was assessed
by calculating at every time step the average fibrin density for the elements at the so-called
evaluation zone (Fig. 5.4d). Fig. 5.5b shows the results. When no EF is applied, the time
evolution of the fibrin network follows a damped exponential growth with a maximum value
after 10 minutes of exposure equal to 1.7525 mg/ml. In addition, the fibrin density reaches a
value of 1 mg/ml after 41 seconds. When the EF is applied, the same exponential behaviour
is obtained although different maximum values and times are obtained. In the case of an EF
of 250 mV/mm, the maximum fibrin density is 1.9791 mg/ml, which represents an increase of
13 % with respect to the case with no EF. Moreover, the time needed to reach a fibrin density
of 1 mg/ml is reduced to 30 seconds, meaning that the application of an EF of 250 mV/mm
speeds up the fibrin conversion rate by 27 %.
Similarly, when an EF of 500 mV/mm is applied, the maximum fibrin density is 2.1362
mg/ml whereas for an EF of 750 mV/mm the maximum value is 2.2453 mg/ml. These results
represent increases of 22 % and of 28 % with respect to the case with no EF. In turn, the
time needed by the fibrin density to reach 1 mg/ml is 24 seconds and 22 seconds respectively.
Hence, the application of an EF of 500 mV/mm reduces the fibrinogen conversion time by 41
%, whereas an EF of 750 mV/mm by 46 %.
5.6 Discussion
Numerical results show that the blood clot formation at the bone-dental interface is a process
than can be controlled by an electrical stimulus. The working hypothesis for the electrical
interaction is validated by the results obtained for different EF strengths. It is demonstrated
that higher EF strengths cause larger fibrin densities near the positive electrode, i.e., the
implant surface (Fig. 5.5). It is believed that such increase may be accompanied by a higher
fiber attachment to the implant surface. When immature bone cells start to migrate towards
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Figure 5.3: Fibrin formation after 10 minutes of exposure to different EF strengths. a) EF =
0. b) EF = 250 mV/mm. c) EF = 500 mV/mm. d) EF = 750 mV/mm.
the implant surface, they use the fibrillar network as support [12, 36]. Some of this fibers
are attached to the implant surface allowing the cells to synthesize new tissue directly over
it [36]. However, cell migration exerts a contractile force on the fibers that may detach some
of these fibers from the implant surface. This condition creates a gap between the implant
surface and the healing front causing implant failure due to the lack of osseointegration [20].
Numerical results demonstrate that the presence of an electrical stimulus at the bone-dental
implant interface might be a way for reducing this gap by increasing the fibrin formation
near the implant surface. Such increase may induce a larger number of fibers attached to
implant which lead in consequence to an increased rate of bone formation at the interface, as
experimentally reported [11,61].
It is observed that with EFs of 500 mV/mm and 750 mV/mm, the fibrillar formation
near the implant surface has a homogeneous pattern (Fig. 5.5). This can be understood as
an increased fiber formation up to the point that the distance between two adjacent fibers
is shorter than the mesh edge. A similar result is obtained when a higher-than-normal num-
ber of platelets typical of thrombocytosis (1x1012 cells/l) is used and no EF is applied [68].
Accordingly, a denser fiber network near the implant surface in the presence of an EF can
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Figure 5.4: Fibrin formation when exposed to different EF strengths. a) Related to the
distance from the implant surface, and b) related to time.
be correlated to a larger number of activated platelets. Since platelet activation is mediated
by irregularities in the implant surface [122], numerical results lead to the conclusion that
(near the implant surface) applying an EF during blood clotting produces the same biological
outcome as a rough implant surface.
Furthermore, numerical results shown in Fig. 5.5b demonstrate that the electrical stimu-
lation reduces the time of the fibrillar network formation. It is believed that a faster network
formation may trigger a faster cell migration over it. A consequently faster formation of
new tissues at the bone-dental implant interface may reduce the healing time and improve
its osseointegration [61]. However, results also show that the time needed to form a fibrin
network with a density of 1 mg/ml near the implant surface does not change much if the
EF is increased from 500 mV/mm to 750 mV/mm (Fig. 5.5b). This behaviour suggests a
saturation in the speed rate of the fibrin formation mechanism. The maximum value can be
related to the physical limit to EF stimulation (close to 1 000 mV/mm), posed by the maximal
EF strength that cells can withstand before being electroporated and dying [7]. Therefore,
the numerical results show effects of the EF below the maximal strength, thus ensuring the
biological relevance of the findings.
In conclusion, the model reproduces known features of the influence of an electrical stim-
ulus in the blood clot formation and shows increments in the fibrin formation relative to the
strength of the electrical stimulus [57,117]. The numerical results make the model a suitable
starting point for a general description of the biological process of bone formation at the
bone-dental interface in the presence of an EF, which is presented in the next chapter.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF ELECTRICALLY STIMULATED
OSTEOGENESIS
6.1 Introduction
Based on initial researches conducted in the 1800’s, it is recognized that biological tissues and
especially bone have a characteristic electrical behavior [1]. In the presence of a compression
load, bone response with an electronegative potential that stimulates new bone deposition.
In contrast, when tension is applied, an electronegative potential inducing bone resorption
is obtained [2]. The control of this EF-mediated osteogenic behavior is the base for bone
electrostimulation [3]. It is known that EF modulates the activity of osteoblasts and osteo-
clasts, but also of keratinocytes, fibroblasts, myocytes, endothelial cells and nervous cells [60].
Therefore, the beneficial effects of electrostimulation observed in bone have also been observed
in cartilage, ligament, muscle and skin [5, 8].
Since an electric field seems to replace the metabolic activity induced by the mechanical
action of gravity and one’s body weight, electrostimulation has useful applications for the
prevention of bone loss during immobilization procedures, prolonged stays in bed, and space
shuttle missions [24, 60]. Nevertheless, although there is no general consensus about the
underlying biological and mechanical processes influenced by external electric stimuli, several
electrostimulation devices are available on the market, and the use of electric-based treatments
is common within health institutions [2].
Rcently, mathematical models and numerical simulations have provided additional in-
formation about the interaction between proteins, cells, tissues and EF during the healing
process concerning bone formation [14,27,106]. These models are able to describe and quan-
tify cell migration and proliferation in the presence of chemical, mechanical and electrical
stimulus, [14, 88,106,123].
This chapter is aimed at introducing a mathematical model for electrically stimulated
bone formation or osteogenesis [2,3] at the bone-dental implant interface. The model consists
of a set of coupled partial differential equations which describe blood clotting, cell migra-
tion, granulation tissue formation and new bone matrix formation. The equations are solved
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numerically using the finite elements method in a bi-dimensional domain which represents
a section of the bone-dental implant interface. The numerical results describe the relation
between the biological events, the implant surface and the EF leading to osteogenesis at the
interface. They also represent a combination of computational mechanobiology [102, 106],
with the electrical response of the new tissues at the healing site.
6.2 Mathematical model
Bone formation at the bone-dental implant interface is the result of complex biological, bio-
chemical and mechanical events involving different types of cells and molecules [12,13,31,37].
For the formulation of our model we rely on a simplified description of these events, which
are detailed in Chapter 2. Accordingly, the biological process leading to bone formation is
reduced to four successive stages [12, 31]: 1) bleeding and blood clotting, 2) fibrinolysis, 3)
fibroplasia, and 4) osteogenesis.
Several biological mechanisms of the bone-dental implant healing process are known to be
influenced by an EF. However, the mathematical description accounts only for the most signif-
icant elements (see Fig. 2.3). More specifically, the model first describes blood clot formation
as the consequence of a kinetic reaction between thrombin (T (x, t)) and fibrinogen (F (x, t))
to produce fibrin (f(x, t)) [48]. After formation of the fibrin network, the osteogenic cells
(Co(x, t)) start migrating towards the implant surface. The assumption of a single cell contin-
gent neglects the presence of different cell types during wound healing, especially macrophages,
fibroblasts and osteoblasts [12, 36]. Cell migration is assumed to occur in response of an os-
teogenic chemical (Qo(x, t)), representing the complex set of growth factors, proteins and
other molecules present during cell migration and proliferation [47]. As a consequence of cell
migration, the fibrillar network is replaced by granulation tissue (G(x, t)).
Since cell migration contracts the fibrillar network [13], the displacement (U(x, t)) of the
matrix is introduced in order to identify the possible detachment of fibers from the implant
surface [36]. Then, the bone formation or osteogenesis (B(x, t)) is started. Both direct
and contact osteogenesis are implemented by considering the implant surface roughness as
a numerical parameter (RS) with extremal values equal to one (zero) to represent a rough
(smooth) surface. The bone-dental implant interface is assumed to be placed between two
plates connected to a DC power source. Therefore, the electrical stimulus is given as the
electric potential (Ve(x)) across the interface.
The model equations are detailed in what follows. Some numerical parameters are consid-
ered as anisotropic, meaning that their values are different from zero only in the direction of
the EF between the two plates. This assumption better models the influence of EF on cells
and molecules during electrotaxis [5, 6].
Thrombin
The equations for thrombin and fibrinogen are a modified form of the glycolysis model used to
represent stripe-like spatial temporal patterns [68,83]. The thrombin concentration is modeled
via a reaction-diffusion equation given as
∂T
∂t
= ∇ · (DT∇T − TET∇Ve) + k1P − k2(Ve)TF 2 − k3T, (6.1)
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where DT is the diffusion coefficient and ET is the anisotropic electrical dispersion. The neg-
ative sign indicates migration towards the negative electrode, since thrombin carries positive
electrical charge [117]. Thrombin production is modeled as the prothrombin P conversion
into thrombin [118] with coupling coefficient k1. The non-linear term represents the trans-
formation mechanism between thrombin and fibrinogen, with k2(Ve) = k2(1 − c1Ve) where
k2 is the transformation parameter [68], (1 − c1Ve) is the electrical mediation, and c1 is the
anisotropic electrical control coefficient for thrombin. Its negative sign accounts for lower
thrombin concentration near the positive electrode, which can also be understood as a higher
amount of thrombin used in the transformation mechanism [114,117]. Finally, thrombin decay
is modeled by a linear term with coefficient k3.
Fibrinogen
Similarly to thrombin, the fibrinogen concentration is modeled via a reaction-diffusion equa-
tion that reads
∂F
∂t
= ∇ · (DF∇F + FEF∇Ve) + k2(Ve)TF 2 + k3T + k4(Ve)P − k5F, (6.2)
where DF is the diffusion coefficient and EF is the anisotropic electrical dispersion. The
positive sign represents the attraction towards the positive electrode in view of the negative
electric charge of fibrinogen [57]. The non-linear term k2(Ve) = k2(1 + c2Ve) represents
the transformation mechanism with k2 the transformation parameter [68], (1 + c2Ve) the
electrical mediation, and c2 the anisotropic electrical control coefficient for fibrinogen. Its
positive sign accounts for higher amounts of fibrinogen near the positive electrode [57, 114].
Fibrinogen production in the presence of thrombin is described through the coupling coefficient
k3. Additional production is related to the fibrinogen contained in the granules P released by
the activated platelets [49]. More precisely, k4(Ve) = k4(1 + c3Ve), k4 related to the fibrinogen
released by the activated platelets [68, 118], (1 + c3Ve) the electrical mediation, and c3 the
electrical control coefficient for platelet activation [58]. Finally, fibrinogen decay is modeled
by a linear term with coefficient k5.
Fibrin
The conversion of fibrinogen creates a fibrin fibrillar network [48, 50]. The formation of this
network is modeled by using the exponential mechanism
∂f
∂t
=
[
αfmax[1− e−(αt+βf+βeVef)]
1− (β + βeVe) fmax e−(αt+βf+βeVef)
](
WnF
fn +WnF
)
, (6.3)
where α is the fibrin activation rate [50,68], β the blood quality factor related to the number
of activated platelets and the concentration of fibrinogen released by them [49], and βe the
electrical blood factor related to the activation of the negatively charged platelets that accu-
mulate near the positive electrode [104]. fmax is the maximum fibrin concentration [71]. WF
and n are the threshold and the slope of the activation function transmitting the fibrinogen
transformation pattern to the fibrillar formation.
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Osteogenic cells and chemical
The osteogenic cell migration in response to both chemical and electrical stimuli is modeled
by using a modified form of the chemotaxis model [86,123], namely,
∂Co
∂t
= ∇ · [DCo∇Co −HCoCo∇Qo − ECoCo∇Ve]
+ rCoCo
[
1− Co
Ci
][
Qno
Qno +WnQo
]
− δCoCo,
(6.4)
∂Qo
∂t
= DQo∇2Qo + (rQo + rVeVe)Co + rQD
(
fn
fn +Wnf
)
− (δQo + δQCCo)Qo, (6.5)
where DCo and QCo are the diffusion coefficients for both the cells and the chemical, HCo
is the chemotactic sensitivity of the cells, and ECo is the anisotropic electrical sensitivity
coefficient [123]. Its negative sign indicates cell migration towards the positive electrode [7].
Cell proliferation is modeled assuming a logistic growth [86] with coefficient rCo . Ci is the
cell saturation value [86]. WQo and n are referred to the threshold and slope of an activation
function for cell migration in the presence of a minimum chemical stimulus [86]. rQo and
rQE refer to the chemical production, the former being the chemical released by the cells
during migration and proliferation [36], and the latter the increased chemical production in
the presence of the EF [124]. Finally, rQD refers to the chemical released by the activated
platelets [48], which accumulate at higher fibrin formation sites [49].
Granulation tissue
The fibrin network replacement into granulation tissue is modeled using the reaction equation
∂G
∂t
= [rGF + rGEGVe − δGG]
[
Cno
Cno +WnCo
]
. (6.6)
Since the fibrin fibrillar network is transmitted from fibrinogen, and new tissue is formed
along the fibrin fibers [12, 13], the granulation tissue formation is initiated with the presence
of fibrinogen, coupled with the coefficient rG. An increased tissue formation observed during
EF exposure [60,125] is modeled as a linear term with coefficient rGE . Tissue degradation is
coupled via the coefficient δG. WCo and n are the threshold and the slope of an activation
function related to the minimum cell density needed to produce the granulation tissue.
Displacement of the matrix
The displacement of the fibrillar network due to cell migration [36] is modeled by using the
viscoelastic properties of fibrin [71] and the equilibrium force equation given by
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∇ ·
{[
E
1 + ν
(
e +
ν
1− 2νΘI
)]
+
[
µ1
∂e
∂t
+ µ2
∂Θ
∂t
I
]
+
[
τCoCo
1 + λCoCo
2 R
]}
= 0, (6.7)
where E and ν are Young’s and Poisson’s moduli for fibrin, µ1 and µ2 are Lame´’s coefficients,
and I is the identity tensor. Θ = ∇ · U represents the dilation of the matrix, and e =
1
2(∇U +∇UT ) the local deformation [88]. Cell traction force over the matrix is represented
by an EF-controlled cell density saturation function with τCo the individual cell traction and
λCo the saturation value [88].
Since an applied EF (assumed oriented along the zˆ-axis) elongates the cells in a direction
perpendicular to the EF vector (say along xˆ-axis), and squeezes them in the parallel direction
(along the zˆ-axis) [5,9], it is assumed that cells exposed to the EF change their assumed initial
spherical shape into an ellipsoid [6,9]. This is accounted for by the geometric tensor R [9,126]
R =
[
a
ao
xˆ⊗ xˆ + b
ao
yˆ ⊗ yˆ + c
ao
zˆ⊗ zˆ
]
, (6.8)
where a is the cell radius in the direction of elongation, b is the cell radius in direction
of squeezing, c is the cell radius in the transversal direction, and ao is the radius of the
undeformed cell. In addition, it is assumed that the cell volume is preserved during the
deformation. Accordingly, by considering detR = 1 as the relation between the volume of
the deformed cell and the initial cell, the bidimensional implementation of Eq. (6.8) requires
that the transversal change in cell shape (along the yˆ axis) be equal to that in the squeezing
direction, i.e., c = b.
Furthermore, the cell shape is a function of both EF strength and exposure time [9, 126].
Accordingly, both higher EF strength and longer EF exposure times cause increased cell
elongations [9,126]. Therefore, by considering linear relations between EF exposure, time and
cell elongation, and following the conservation of cell volume after elongation, the cell radii a
and b can be expressed as
a =

ao + amax−aotmax t, if 0 ≤ t ≤ tmax,Ve 6= 0
amax, if tmax < t,Ve 6= 0
ao, if Ve = 0,
(6.9)
b =

ao√
1+amax−ao
aotmax
t
, if 0 ≤ t ≤ tmax,Ve 6= 0
ao√
amax
ao
, if tmax < t,Ve 6= 0
ao, if Ve = 0.
(6.10)
where amax is the maximal elongation depending on the EF strength [9, 126] and tmax is the
exposure time to reach the maximal elongation [126]. In Eqs. (6.9) - (6.10), the dependence of
the necessary cell elongation on time is explicit, whereas the dependence on the EF strength
is complemented by an implicit linear function represented by the coefficient amax. The
derivation of this function is explained in Appendix A.3.
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Osteogenesis
The percentage of new bone formation by osteogenesis is modeled by using a tissue replace-
ment equation given by
B =
[
1− e(−rBC(Ve)Co−rBQ(Ve)Qo)
] [ WnU
Un +WnU
]
, (6.11)
where rBC(Ve) and rBQ(Ve) are control parameters related to cell adhesion and proliferation
[106]. Both processes are increased when the cells are exposed to the EF [6,125]. Accordingly,
rBC(Ve) = rBC(1 + c4Ve), and rBQ(Ve) = rBQ(1 + c5Ve), with rBC and rBQ the control
coefficients for cell adhesion and cell proliferation [106], and (1+c4Ve), (1+c5Ve) the electrical
mediation. c4 and c5 are the electric coefficients for both cell adhesion and cell proliferation.
WU and n are the threshold and the slope of an activation function related to the maximum
displacements allowed for formation of new bone over the implant surface [16,36].
Electric potential
The electric potential must satisfy the Laplace’s equation in Eq. (4.3). In this model, similarly
to the models described in Chapters 4 and 5, the net charge inside the bone-dental implant
interface is assumed to be zero, the endogenous EFs and currents present after an injury and
during wound healing are avoided [1], and only static potentials are considered.
6.3 Description of the simulation
The mathematical model given by Eqs. (6.1) - (6.11) and Eq. (4.3) has been implemented for
a bi-dimensional domain that represents a section of the bone-dental implant interface [68,106]
(Fig. 6.3a). The width of the interface was obtained from experimental observations [21,121]
for both the thickness of the layer of proteins attached to the implant surface, and the volume
of necrotic tissue left behind by the insertion procedure (Fig. 6.3b).
The initial conditions are zero for fibrin, osteogenic cells, granulation tissue, matrix dis-
placement and new bone. Initial values for thrombin and fibrinogen correspond to small
perturbations of the steady-state of a modified form of the glycolysis model [68, 83]. The
initial condition for the osteogenic chemical concentration is 5x104 mg/ml [14]. For the os-
teogenic cell density Co(x, t), we assume a density of 1x106 cells/ml [14] at the host bone
side. However, this boundary condition is equal to unit for the sake of obtaining a cell density
within the range [0-1] (normalized but non-dimensionless), which allows us to overcome the
differences in the initial cell seeding number found among experimental protocols. For the
same reasons, the cell saturation value Ci is set to one [86]. Boundary conditions are also im-
plemented for the displacement U(x, t). Accordingly, we allow displacement along the x-axis
at the top and bottom edges of the interface.
Moreover, for the solution of the osteogenic chemical Qo(x, t) in Eq. (6.5) and the dis-
placements U(x, t) in Eq. (6.7), we used an injury area 5 µm thick as measured from the
implant surface (Fig. 6.3c). This area corresponds to the contact zone between the tissue in
formation and the implant surface [121]. Accordingly, for the elements within this area, the
reactive term of the osteogenic chemical equation Qo(x, t) is modified as
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Figure 6.1: a) Sketch of the bone-dental implant interface. b) Dimensions used for the bi-
dimensional domain. c) Sketch of the electrostimulation at the bi-dimensional domain.
∂Qo
∂t
= DQo∇2Qo + rQIRs + rQoCo + (rQECo + rQEIf)Ve − (δQo + δQCCo)Qo, (6.12)
where rQI refers to the osteogenic chemical concentration that is released by the platelets
activated when in contact with the surface irregularities [122]. Since platelets accumulate near
the positive electrode [104], the additional production term with coefficient rQEI accounts
for the electrical activation of platelets and the consequent electrically mediated chemical
release [58].
Bone formation depends on the displacement of the fibrillar matrix [20,36]. This displace-
ment depends on the mechanical properties of the fibers [71]. However, such properties can
be changed by the presence of surface irregularities in the dental implant that modify the
physiological conditions needed for fiber formation [36,71,122]. Electrical stimulation also af-
fects the mechanical properties of the fibers, making a stronger bone-implant interface [127].
Therefore, in order to account for the changes in the mechanical properties of the fibrillar
network, Young’s and Poisson’s moduli at the injury area are expressed as
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(E, ν) =

(Emax, νmax), if RS = 1, Ve = 0
(Emin, νmin), if RS = 0, Ve = 0
hUfVe
(
fn
fn+Wnfh
)(
V ne
V ne +W
n
Veh
)
(Emax, νmax), if Ve 6= 0,
(6.13)
where (Emax, νmax) and (Emin, νmin) are chosen to model the fact that the higher the surface
roughness (RS=1) the lower the displacement of the fibers [122, 128]. Otherwise (RS=0) the
displacement is intense enough to create a gap between the healing front line and the implant
surface that prevents the osseointegration [36,129]. However, in the presence of the electrical
stimulus (Ve 6= 0), the increased (denser) fibrin formation due to both the electrical drift of
the blood components and the electrical activation of platelets [58, 104] is coupled with the
maximal Young’s and Poisson’s moduli via the coefficient hU , to reduce the displacement of
the matrix.
Since the effect of the electric stimulus also affects the elements outside the injury area by
changing the physiological conditions for fibrin formation [71], the variation for Young’s and
Poisson’s moduli throughout the rest of the domain is
(E, ν) =
(Emax, νmax), if Ve = 0[1 + hUfVe ( fnfn+Wnfh)
(
V ne
V ne +W
n
Veh
)]
(Emax, νmax), if Ve 6= 0.
(6.14)
The numerical solution of Eqs. (6.1) - (6.11) and Eq. (4.3) is performed by using the
finite elements method with a Galerkin approach in combination with a backward Euler im-
plicit finite difference scheme for the time discretization. The spatial mesh consists of 9132
quadrilateral patches and 9350 nodes with as many linear elements associated. The numerical
implementation is performed by using an Intel Fortran user subroutine customized so as to be
executed by the commercial software Abaqus 6.11 [97]. Numerical values of the parameters
are obtained from literature and are detailed in Appendix A.3. The simulation corresponds to
the first 21 days of healing at the bone-dental implant interface [31,47]. Simulation time is ad-
justed in such a way that the first 10 minutes correspond to the fibrin network formation [51].
Then, using the fibrin network as support, the osteogenic cell migration is started 3 days after
injury [31,47], taking 5 days to cover the bone-dental implant interface. The formation of the
granulation tissue starts 4 days after injury [12, 13], and lasts 3 days. The displacements of
the matrix are simulated for the last three days of cell migration. The final 14 days are for
the new bone formation [31,47]. Actual simulation time is 2 hours on a double-core 2.3 GHz,
2-GB-RAM laptop PC.
6.3.1 Analyzed cases
The mathematical model is applied to a smooth (RS = 0) and a rough surface (RS = 1). In
the smooth surface case, the platelet activity at the injury area is reduced, which leads to a
lower osteogenic chemical concentration near the implant surface [36,122]. Therefore, a lower
cell density is obtained at the injury area with a corresponding reduced bone formation [20,41].
On the other hand, the rough surface activates platelets at the injury area [122], which in
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turn increase the chemotactic signal near the implant surface. These facts enhance the bone
formation near the implant surface, allowing contact osteogenesis [36,122].
Furthermore, electrostimulation influences bone deposition at the bone-dental implant
interface [11], and this influence is believed to depend on the strength of the electrical stimulus
[5,11,127]. Therefore, it is assumed that an electrical device, built inside the dental implant,
provides a static EF within the bone-dental implant interface, devised similarly to the bipolar
induction screw system (BISS) [130]. Such EF is numerically reproduced by assuming two
electrodes connected to an external power source as shown in Fig. 6.3c. Four different
cases were used to evaluate four different EF strengths: 0, 0.25 V/mm, 0.5 V/mm and 0.75
V/mm, respectively [7, 9]. The EF distribution in each case is obtained by solving the two-
dimensional boundary value problem for the electric potential as in Eq. (4.3). The boundary
conditions are chosen in such a way that the host bone is the ground electrode (Ve = 0).
The boundary corresponding to the implant surface follows the expression VB = EL, where
VB is the potential at the boundary, E is the expected EF strength, and L is the lower
width of the bone-dental implant interface (0.55 mm) (Fig. 6.3b). EF exposure is maintained
throughout the simulated 21 days, reproducing experimental protocols in which the bone
formation induced by an static EF is evaluated during several weeks and months [2, 76].
6.4 Numerical results
Formation of the fibrin network
Fibrin density in the presence of EF is higher near a preferential electrode [58]. Fig. 6.4
shows the numerical results for the first 10 minutes after the implant insertion. The stripe-
like pattern resembles the blood clot fibrillar network covering the entire interface [12,71]. The
dimension of the fibers is comparable with the width and length of fibrin fibers formed under
experimental conditions [50, 71]. When no EF is applied (Fig. 6.4a), the fibrillar formation
is uniform throughout the interface, with a maximum value below the maximal fibrin density
found experimentally, i.e., 2.5 mg/ml [71].
When the EF is applied, the fiber density increases near the positive electrode [104, 114].
Therefore, the fibrin formation is attracted and increased in the vicinity of the positive elec-
trode. In contrast, formation near the negative electrode remains unchanged, since no fibrin
is attracted to it (Fig. 6.4b - 6.4c) [114]. Furthermore, the fibrin attraction depends on the
EF strength [105, 114], as demonstrated by evaluating the fibrin formation at the evaluation
zone (Fig. 6.3c). Specifically, no EF exposure yields a maximal fibrin density at the injury
area of 1.75 mg/ml, whereas exposure to an EF of 750 mV/mm leads to a maximal density
of 2.25 mg/ml. Values computed for EFs of 250 and 500 mV/mm are 1.98 and 2.14 mg/ml
respectively.
Osteogenic cells migration
The fibrin fibrillar network supports cell migration, a process depending on both the surface
roughness (Rs) and the EF strength [5, 41]. Fig. 6.4 shows the results for the cell migration
pattern 5 days after injury. In all cases, the migration pattern is directed from the host bone
surface (right) toward the implant surface (left). When no EF is applied (Fig. 6.4a) and a
smooth surface is assumed, the lower-left side of the interface has almost no cells, and the
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Figure 6.2: Fibrin formation after 10 minutes of exposure to different EF strengths. a) EF =
0. b) EF = 250 mV/mm. c) EF = 500 mV/mm. d) EF = 750 mV/mm.
higher cell density, equal to the normalization value, originates at the bone surface. When
a rough surface is assumed (Fig. 6.4b), the dispersion pattern formation is accelerated and
some cells start to accumulate at the implant surface.
A similar accumulation and spreading pattern is obtained when an EF of 250 mV/mm
is applied (Fig. 6.4c - 6.4d). For this case, the EF increases the cell spreading so that cell
accumulation is started even over a smooth surface. Therefore, a smooth surface with a
250-mV/mm EF leads to a cell migration profile with better cell spreading and higher cell
accumulation at the implant surface than the one observed with a rough surface implant and
no EF (Fig. 6.4b). Additional increases in the cell spreading and cell accumulation are also
observed when using EFs of 500 and 750 mV/mm (Fig. 6.4e - 6.4h).
An observation to the EF-mediated cell spreading and cell accumulation at the implant
surface 7 days after injury is obtained by evaluating the cell density along a straight line
running parallel to the x-axis and crossing the y-axis at 0.1 mm (see Fig. 6.3b). Results
plotted in Fig. 6.4 show that the application of an EF of 250, 500 and 750 mV/mm increases
by 25, 65 and 110 %, respectively, the cell accumulation over a smooth surface as compared
to that obtained without EF (Fig. 6.4a). A similar behaviour with cell accumulations of 27,
61 and 92 % higher than the one in the case of no EF is obtained for a rough implant surface
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Figure 6.3: Osteogenic cells density profile (in 106 cells/ml) 5 days after injury. Left column:
smooth surface. Right column: rough surface. a), b) EF = 0. c), d) EF = 250 mV/mm. e),
f) EF = 500 mV/mm. g), h) EF = 750 mV/mm.
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and the same EFs strenghts.
Figure 6.4: Osteogenic cell density (in 106 cells/ml) and osteogenic chemical concentration
(in mg/ml) along the bone-dental interface, 7 days after injury.
Cell migration is activated by the presence of both electrical and chemical signaling [5].
While the electrical signal is constant and depends only on the applied electric potential, the
chemical signal varies due to the surface roughness and the synthesis of osteogenic chemical
by the migrating cells due to the presence of the electrical stimulus [8, 124]. Figs. 6.4c -
6.4d show the variations 7 days after injury computed 0.1 mm above the bottom-line of the
domain. Since both the surface irregularities and the EF induce higher platelet activation
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with consequent higher release of chemical signaling, the chemical concentration is greater
near the implant surface and decays exponentially due to diffusion. Furthermore, since the
EF stimulates the cells to synthesize signaling molecules [124], the chemical concentration
depends on the EF strength for both the smooth (Fig. 6.4c) and the rough (Fig. 6.4d)
surfaces.
Numerical results indicate that without EF, surface irregularities lead to a 1.4-fold increase
in the osteogenic chemical concentration directly at the implant surface. This result is in
agreement with experimental observations in surfaces with topographical irregularities of 1
µm [131]. Moreover, a 1.9-fold increase in the chemical concentration near the implant surface
is observed for a smooth surface with a 250-mV/mm EF. This shows that even a low EF
strength induces a chemical activation higher (but comparable) to that observed in a rough
surface with no EF [41, 131]. A smooth surface and EFs of 500 mV/mm and 750 mV/mm
lead to a 2.7-fold and 3.5-fold increase, respectively, as compared to the case without EF.
Likewise, a rough surface with EFs of 250, 500 and 750 mV/mm respectively, shows 1.7-, 2.3-,
2.8-fold increases in the chemical concentration over the implant surface with respect to the
case without EF.
Granulation tissue formation and displacement of the fibrillar matrix
The replacement of the fibrin network with granulation tissue starts with the migration of the
osteogenic cells [12]. Fig. 6.4 shows the numerical results, where the dependence on both the
fibrin and osteogenic cells spatial-temporal patterns (See Eq. (6.6)) is observed. Specifically,
the granular tissue inherits the fibrillar appearance of fibrin together with the pattern of
the osteogenic cells (Figs. 6.4a - 6.4c). Since fibrin formation is unaffected by the surface
roughness, and in Eq. (6.6) the cell accumulation over the implant surface is reduced to an
activation function controlled by a threshold in the cell density, the formation of granulation
tissue is the same for both smooth and rough implant surfaces.
However, the presence and the intensity of the EF increases the granular tissue density
near the implant surface. 5 days after injury, the exposure to EF strengths of 250, 500
and 750 mV/mm (Fig. 6.4d - 6.4f) increases the granular tissue formation which inherits
the EF-dependent fibrin formation shown in Fig. 6.4. Since the EF speeds up the cell
accumulation over the implant surface (Fig. 6.4), the formation of granular tissue directly
over the implant surface is accelerated at higher EF strengths. Therefore, when an EF of
750 mV/mm is applied, granulation tissue appears over the lower part of the implant surface.
This is possible because the accumulated cells start producing new tissue even before the
arrival of the formation front [36]. An insight into this increment can be observed in Fig.
6.4h, where the average granulation tissue density is measured 6 days after injury along a line
which crosses the interface at y = 0.1 mm.
Moreover, the contraction forces exerted by the migrating cells cause displacement of the
fibrillar matrix, as shown in Fig. 6.4. When no EF is applied, an implant with smooth surface
leads to displacements up to 750 µm directly over the implant surface (Fig. 6.4a). With a
rough surface, the displacements have the same distribution as in the smooth surface, but the
amplitude directly over the implant surface decreases to a maximal of 300 µm (Fig. 6.4b). An
additional reduction in the intensity of the displacements, not only over the implant surface
but on the rest of the interface as well, is observed when the EF is applied. Interestingly, an
EF of 250 mV/mm reduces the displacements over a smooth surface to a maximal of 200 µm
(Fig. 6.4c), and to 130 µm over a rough surface (Fig. 6.4d). In consequence, the EF reduces
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Figure 6.5: Granulation tissue formation (in mg/ml) a-c) 4, 5 and 6 days after injury re-
spectively, with no EF; d-f) with EFs of 250, 500 and 750 mV/mm respectively, 5 days after
injury; h) (average) along the bone-dental implant interface, 6 days after injury.
the displacements of the matrix as the surface irregularities do, but more effectively. This
same behaviour is observed when using EFs of 500 and 750 mV/mm, according to which the
displacements in both the smooth and rough surface cases (Fig. 6.4e - 6.4h) decrease to 125,
75 µm, and 100, 60 µm respectively.
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Figure 6.6: Displacement of the fibrillar matrix (in µm) 7 days after injury. Left column:
smooth surface. Right column: rough surface. a), b) EF = 0. c), d) EF = 250 mV/mm. e),
f) EF = 500 mV/mm. g), h) EF = 750 mV/mm.
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New bone formation
Bone formation is the consequence of both the osteogenic cell density and the chemical con-
centration mediated by the displacements of the matrix. It is also affected by both the EF
strength and the surface roughness. Fig. 6.4 summarizes the numerical results. When no EF
is applied, the bone formation 14 days after injury over a smooth implant surface is about
60 % (Fig. 6.4a), and almost 80 % over a rough surface (Fig. 6.4b). Interestingly, 21 days
after injury these values have evolved to null and almost 90 % over the smooth and rough
surface, respectively. In fact, a smooth surface allows direct osteogenesis only, conditioned by
the displacement of the matrix which within enough time creates a gap that prevents bone
formation directly over the implant surface (Fig. 6.4c). In contrast, a rough surface enables
both direct and contact osteogenesis, with a consequent bone formation over the surface in
concordance with the percentage expected for a successful implant osseointegration, i.e., more
than 80 % [16].
When the EF is applied, the bone formation over both a smooth and a rough surface
increases with time in response to both direct and contact osteogenesis, meaning that the
EF facilitates osteoinduction and osteoconduction even over smooth surfaces [59, 132]. Ac-
cordingly, the presence of EFs of 250, 500 a 750 mV/mm lead to average bone formation
percentages 14 days after injury above 85 % in the domain (Fig. 6.4a - 6.4b). This value
increases to 90-95 % 21 days after injury (Fig. 6.4c - 6.4d). In these three cases, the bone for-
mation directly over the implant surface is higher than near the host bone, and it is maximal
when the 750-mV/mm EF is applied.
6.5 Discussion
Numerical results show that the biological events activated during wound healing at the bone-
dental interface can be electrically controlled. For a start, numerical evidence shows that EF
exposure increases the fibrin density at the positive electrode in agreement with experimental
reports [105,114]. Since an electrical stimulus induces formation of a thicker network of fibrin
and blood components directly over a metallic surface [58, 133], the stripe-like fibrin pattern
near the implant surface plotted in Figs. 6.4b - 6.4c reproduces fibers thicker than those
obtained without EF (Fig. 6.3c). This in turn corresponds to larger [133] and denser [114]
fibrin fibers. As a consequence, the distances between individual fibers may be smaller than
the mesh edge and hence, individual fibers are not clearly identifiable. This explains the
homogeneous spot-like fibrin concentration near the implant surface observed in Fig. 6.4b -
6.4c.
Regarding osteogenic cell migration, numerical results well represent the idea of electro-
taxis or cell migration guided by an EF [5], with cell migration along the interface, and
accumulation rates depending on the EF strength [123]. Accordingly, the cell density over the
implant surface increases with the EF as shown in Fig. 6.4, with the surface roughness being
a mediator for an even larger increase. Comparing the cell accumulation over the implant sur-
face for the smooth and the rough surfaces for the three EF strengths shows that the average
maximal increase in cell accumulation achievable with the rough surface is 25 % of the value
obtained with the smooth surface, a value similar to the one observed experimentally [134].
Therefore, according to the results shown in Fig. 6.4, higher cell accumulation over the im-
plant surface can be obtained by using electrostimulation, in the light of the increased cell
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Figure 6.7: Bone formation (in %) 14 days (a-b) and 21 days (c-d) after injury.
adhesion effects [4,59]. Nevertheless, the electrically-mediated increment in cell accumulation
leads to reduced cell density spots located about 0.1 mm away from the implant surface for
both the smooth and the implant surface (Figs. 6.4 - 6.4).
These spots are created by the strong electrotaxis effect combined with the irregular
surface which induce (by both electrical and chemical stimulation) such cell accumulation
over the implant surface that even cells that are not part of the migration front line are
forced to migrate further away from their position and towards the implant. However, the
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time evolution for EFs of 500 and 750 mV/mm shows that these spots are totally filled if cell
migration is allowed to last 10% longer than initially conceived. This extra time represents
the additional time required by the cells to proliferate and replace the removed cells, and has
no consequences on the subsequent modeling stages.
As for the osteogenic chemical concentration, the increments observed when using a rough
surface are mainly due to platelet activation [122]. As a consequence, the migration of os-
teogenic cells at the host bone is activated by a gradient of osteogenic chemical originated
at the implant surface [49]. This same principle applies to the EF-mediated increment since
platelets can be electrically activated. Therefore, platelets aggregating over the positive elec-
trode release their cytoplasmatic granules and create a EF-mediated gradient of chemotactic
signaling for cell migration [58, 133]. Moreover, the increase observed in the smooth surface
case with different EF strengths is consistent with the EF having a stronger effect on cell
migration than the surface irregularities [132]. This effect has been found to depend on the
EF strength, which leads to higher cell migration rates [132].
Further interest in the numerical results for both cell density and chemical concentration
motivates the following calculations. From Fig. 6.4, the values over the implant surface
obtained for a rough surface without EF were subtracted from those obtained for a smooth
surface without EF. This yields the net increments due to the surface roughness only. These
values are then added to the values obtained over the implant surface when both a smooth
surface and the three different EFs were used, which can be considered as the net increments
due to EF only. Hence, the addition of the separated surface and EF effects leads to a
difference of less than 1 % in the cell migration over the implant surface as compared to that
obtained when the two effects are combined. For the osteogenic chemical concentration, the
calculated difference is about 4 %. Therefore, the effect that both surface roughness and EF
have on the osteogenic cell density and the osteogenic chemical concentration is found to be
additive, as experimentally found during corneal cells alignment in the presence of EF and
surface grooves [132].
Numerical results also show increments in the granular tissue formation alike to those
reported in the literature for soft tissue repair with and without EF [60, 74]. Accordingly,
the tissue density when no EF is applied is almost constant around 3 µm (Fig. 6.4h). In
contrast, the application of EFs of 250, 500 and 750 mV/mm causes increases of 23, 40 and
57 % respectively, which are comparable with increments of about 20-50 % in the production
of collagen-like matrices stimulated by an EF [60,74].
The ability of an implant surface to retain the fibrillar network during the contraction
exerted by the migrating cells is critical for the cell colonization of the surface [36]. An
optimal surface design plays a major role in this retention [36, 41], although an EF is also
useful. Fiber detachment may be avoided if the implant has surface irregularities as large as
the displacements [53], which enhance the bonding capacity of the surface [21,128]. However,
this bonding capacity is also reinforced by an EF which influences both the integrins and the
focal contacts intervening in cell adhesion [4].
Numerical results show the effect of EF in reducing the displacement of the matrix well
below 500 µm, the highest tolerable displacement lest an implant loosen [129]. Besides,
the reduction increases with the EF strength and is induced even over the smooth surface.
These results can be explained by the EF-induced polarization of both the smooth and rough
surfaces. The polarization induces a surface electric charge that mediates the absorption of
biomolecules needed for cell adhesion directly over the implant surface [59]. In addition, it is
believed that EF induces adhesion forces similar to those found at molecular level during cell
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adhesion and tissue contraction [75]. Therefore, it is plausible to consider a reduction in the
contractile forces over the fibrillar matrix as due to a counteracting electro-mechanical force.
Furthermore, since a denser fibrin network is created directly over the implant surface
in the presence of an EF, the matrix contraction produced during cell migration might not
detach a number of fibers large enough to completely prevent cell colonization of the implant
surface. Thus, the application of an EF might reduce the displacements in the matrix also by
increasing the number of available fibers attached to the surface.
The effect of both EF and surface roughness in the osteogenic cell density and the os-
teogenic chemical concentration causes changes in the bone formation profile, as shown in
Fig. 6.4. Numerical results confirm that bone formation near the implant surface is also
affected by displacements of the matrix above 200 µm. Interestingly, when no EF is applied,
the bone formation is similar for both smooth and rough surfaces when observed from the
host bone towards the implant surface, but up to 0.02 mm away from it (Fig. 6.4). Therefore,
the reduced bone formation observed in the smooth surface indicates the presence of direct
osteogenesis only (Fig. 6.4a - 6.4c), while the increased percentage over the rough surface in-
dicates the presence of both direct and contact osteogenesis (Fig. 6.4b - 6.4d). In addition, 21
days after injury the smooth surface loses the amount of bone that had been bone deposited
over it after day 14 (Fig. 6.4c). This lost is related to the displacement of the matrix observed
at day 21, which is above the maximal value allowed for osseointegration, i.e., 500 µmm, and
is related to the formation of a gap between the new bone and the implant surface [129]
Moreover, similarities in the shape of the curves for both smooth and rough surfaces are
also observed for bone formation when an EF is applied, although in the three scenarios
the bone formation near the implant surface follows contact osteogenesis. In consequence,
the presence of EF induces contact osteogenesis in both smooth and rough surfaces. This
is accomplished by the EF effect on the osteoconduction (and osteoinduction) of the surface
[10, 123,135]. Furthermore, since bone formation along the interface exposed to EF is higher
than 80 % 14 days after injury, numerical results show that the accepted osseointegration rate
of 80 % [16] is reached in less time in the absence of EF, regardless of the type of implant
surface. This result is in agreement with experimental observations on bone formation and
osseointegration of dental implants, indicating higher bone deposition rates in shorter times
when electrostimulation is applied [10,11,61]. Moreover, the increase in the bone percentage
found numerically in the presence of an EF is comparable with values reported for EF-induced
osteogenesis in rabitt mandible, where percentages of bone mineral density as high as 90 and
94 % were measured after 10 and 20 days of EF exposure [76].
In addition, implant movements of more than 150 µm, which are related to displacement
of the fibrillar network and formation of a gap with the new bone front, inevitably leads to the
formation of soft tissue instead of bone [16]. Since the EF-mediated surface osteoinduction
and osteoconduction lead to higher fibrin formation and cell colonization, the reduction of the
matrix displacements down to 50 µm for a rough surface with a 750-mV/mm EF indicates a
reduction of the chances of implant motion. Therefore, an EF seems to be a suitable means
for improving the primary stability of the implant [129], leading to a higher osseointegration
rate in a shortened healing time [10,76].
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PERSPECTIVES AND CONCLUSION
This thesis presents a numerical framework for the computational analysis of the influence of
electrostimulation in the osseointegration of a dental implant. The numerical results obtained
are in good agreement both with the numerical expectations and published experimental
findings. Nonetheless, since the mathematical formulations adopted rely on a few simplifying
assumptions, further work is required to make the results even more accurate.
In the case of modeling cell electrotaxis, the numerical framework allows to reproduce
biological features observed in osteogenic cells when exposed to an EF. Even though the
favorably agreement of the numerical results with relevant experiments, a better description
of the EF should be used in order to account polarization effects, especially the drift of ions
and charge particles inside the cells that may influence the cell migration profile [4]. Such
description might deal with the presence of dipole moments which contain the information
related to the polarization of the cells. By calculating the equivalent dipole moment at each
cell, a cell contingent can be electrically represented in terms of the contributions to the EF
by the total equivalent dipoles. These contributions might be helpful in understanding the
influence of surrounding cells on the intracellular EF distribution at each cell. Furthermore,
such approach might explain localized changes of the transmembrane potential [99, 136] and
the localized activation of signaling mechanisms in cells exposed to EFs, especially the calcium
signaling pathway [4, 7].
In addition, osteogenic cells should be considered as individual cells rather than a con-
tingent of cells. A discrete cell implementation may be suitable to determine the particular
behaviour of single cells when exposed to both electrical and chemical stimuli. Moreover, cell
differentiation should be included in the cell dynamics representation in order to extent the
model to other biological scenarios. Both requirements can be addressed by implement an
electrical description of the cells based on the equivalent dipole moments.
Since cell migration is highly dependent on chemical stimulation, a better indication for the
chemical stimulus other than a boundary condition (Chapter 4) or the cell synthesis (Chapters
5 and 6) should be used. Specifically, for the implementation of the cases analyzed by the
model of cell electrotaxis described in Chapter 4 (Figs. 4.1b-4.1c, the chemical stimulus was
assumed as a boundary condition with value 2x10−2 mg/ml. Although this value is consistent
with experimental and numerical literature [7,9,14], variations to this term lead to changes in
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both the response of cells and the cell migration profile [86]. As a consequence, the numerical
implementation creates a simulated scenario that may change if the chemical stimulus is
modified.
A mechanism for the chemical stimulus to vary might be EF dependence, since EF influ-
ences the chemical gradients in-vitro. Therefore, the electrical stimulus influences cell migra-
tion not only due to electrotaxis, but also due to an electrically-mediated chemotaxis [137],
which might be considered as an EF-driven increase of the chemical stimulus. Such scenario
may lead to variations in the cell migration speed that better correlate to the experimental
reports stating that the preferential response of cell exposed to electrostimulation could be
affected by the presence of an electrically-activated chemical stimulus [101].
Finally, the logarithmic nature of the relations found for cell colonization (Fig. 4.5) show
a tendency for a saturation value. This saturation might be related to an EF strength at
which no more cells are recruited and are able to proliferate, similar to the cell apoptosis due
to the irreversible electropermeabilization of the cell membrane [136]. In consequence, a sat-
uration profile may be obtained for the EF dependent cell migration schemes (Fig. 4.3) with
the application of EF strengths higher than 1000 mV/mm. A proper numerical validation of
this saturation hypothesis should deal with a refinement of the mathematical description to
address the cell behaviour at higher EF strengths, especially those inducing cell electroper-
meabilization. Such scenario may be useful to analyze the adequate EF dosimetry needed to
ensure cell migration and electro-osteoconduction, and to better identify the influence of the
EF in cell damage [74,103].
Likewise, regarding the model of blood clotting in the presence of electrostimulation,
special attention should be paid to the molecular interactions prior to the activation of the
common clotting pathway. These interactions can be considered as activators/inhibitors for
the underlying kinetic reaction and the fibrinogen-fibrin conversion mechanism.
Furthermore, a more detailed description of the platelet density at the bone-dental implant
interface may increase the ability of the model to better reproduce experimental findings on
electro-haemostasis [58]. Although numerical evidence supports the implementation of the
platelet density as a numerical parameter [68], the approach presented in this thesis does not
consider the platelet dynamics, which comprises activation by the implant surface. Platelets
may reach and adhere to the implant surface, undergoing activation and releasing their cy-
toplasmatic content rich in fibrinogen [12,122]. Such increase in the fibrinogen concentration
increases the formation and anchorage of fibrin fibers at the bone-dental implant interface [36].
Additional extension of the mathematical description should also deal with the properties of
the implant surface and the differences in the fibrin formation mechanism caused by the
surface irregularities [122].
Reported evidence also supports that wave-form and frequency of the applied signal may
affect the blood clotting profile [58]. Since no experimental or clinical reports were found for
the evaluation of the adequate electric stimulus needed to induce blood clotting, the model
was implemented for a static stimulus only, whose intensities are comparable to those inducing
cell migration by electrotaxis [5]. Nevertheless, a further step for the model should be the
implementation of different electrical signals rather than static EF.
As for the model of electrically stimulated osteogenesis, a first modification should include
the bone remodeling stage started after the formation of the primary bone, around day 21
after injury [12,24]. During this stage, the new bone matrix undergoes constant replacement
due to hormonal and physical stimuli to acquire the same biomechanical integrity as the host
bone [24]. Therefore, in order to ensure bone formation rates above 80 % and a long-time EF-
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induced osseointegration, a biological description for the tug-of-war between bone deposition
and bone resortion, observed during bone remodelling, should be implemented together with
a convenient description of the physical environment.
Furthermore, additional work should be done to investigate the EF influence over the
implant surface but at a molecular scale. Such an approach might be useful to assess the EF-
induced cell adhesion, the retention of EF-guided molecules, and the electric surface change
activity, all processes affecting the osteoinduction and osteoconduction of the implant surface.
Additional consideration is related to the description of the electrical stimulus applied to
the bone-dental implant interface. The assumption of a static electrical stimulus is based on
experimental results showing increased cell responses in bone cells that may influence wound
healing at the bone-dental implant interface [7,9]. However, other reports show increased bone
formation at the interface when applying time-dependent electric signals [11], a strategy widely
common in many electrostimulation protocols, especially those used in physical therapy [2].
Similarly, a few comments are in order as regards the numerical parameter values listed
in the Appendix. Some of them were extracted directly from the reviewed literature, others
were adapted, and a few have been numerically estimated. The difficulty to obtain suitable
parameters from experimental evidence is a weakness that the numerical framework presented
in this thesis shares with other works in the area of computational modelling of biological
phenomena.
Therefore, in the interest of obtaining realistic numerical simulations, it is considered of
paramount importance to undergo an adequate validation of the numerical parameters. In
concordance, predictions obtained from mathematical models justify lines of experimental
work aimed at obtaining complementary data for biological processes described by the math-
ematical formulations. Accordingly, specific experimental protocols should be used to validate
the quantitative numerical results on cell migration speed, cell colonization, blood clotting
and osteogenesis as reported in this thesis.
Such experimental approach(es) is(are) needed to further validate the numerical observa-
tions. An experimental validation of the speficic numerical results may reinforce the suitability
of the mathematical models to be used as a prediction tools aimed at reducing time, effort and
resources during experimental setups. Specially in the case of modeling blood clotting (Chap-
ter 4), such validation is in fact needed throughout, since the lack of experimental evidence
poses limits to the validation of both the numerical results and the parameters. Even though
the findings of the model can be correlated to experimental observations on the electrical
behaviour of specific blood clotting molecules [57,114], to the best of our knowledge there has
been no attempt to measure the effect of an electrical signal in the formation (and density)
of a blood clot. Nonetheless, and despite these limitations, it should be highlighted that the
parameter values and numerical results used in this thesis are correlated with experimental
evidence, making them and the mathematical models, feasible from a biological standpoint.
In conclusion, the numerical framework presented in this thesis is suitable to be used
for the prediction of the electrically stimulated wound healing and bone formation at the
bone-dental implant interface. The agreement between numerical results and experimental
evidence, makes the framework suitable to be used in applications regarding different types
of cells and tissues, and in other different clinical scenarios. Among the future applications
that are being considered for the models here presented are the extension to time-harmonic
EFs, and a better characterization of the electrical behaviour of cells at the individual level
in order to provide further insight on the interaction between biology and EFs.
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LIST OF PARAMETERS
A.1 Parameters for the model of cell electrotaxis (Chapter 4)
The parameters used in the mathematical model of cell electrotaxis (4) were adapted from
the available literature and from a previous numerical simulation reported elsewhere [106],
involving the density of osteogenic cells and the concentration of osteogenic chemical.
• DCo : The diffusion constant of the osteogenic cells was estimated as 5.0x10−4 mm2/min
according to numerical results reported by other authors [14, 26] and the experimental
evidence reviewed by them.
• HQo : The chemotactic sensitivity coefficient was estimated as 6.95x10−4 (mm2/min)
(ml/mg) [14]. However, this value was adjusted by numerical experimentation and the
value finally used was 5x10−4 (mm2/min)(ml/mg).
• ECo : The electrical sensitivity coefficient was estimated as the cell velocity without
electrical stimulus over the maximum field strength for osteogenic cells to migrate. Cell
velocity without electrical stimulus was estimated from experimental reports [5,7] to be
around 2x10−4 mm/min. Maximum field strength for osteogenic cells movement was
assumed to be 12 V/cm, since the application of this field strength lead to cell death [7].
Therefore, and after numerical adjustment, the value for the parameter was 5x10−4
mm2/(V · min).
• rCo : The cellular proliferation rate was adjusted from [26] and taken directly from [106].
The value was 3.57x10−3 min−1.
• δCo : The cell death coefficient was adjusted from [102] and also taken directly from [106].
The value was 1.388x10−5 min−1.
• Ci: The cell saturation coefficient was assumed to be the unit (in cells/ml) based on the
assumption that cell density is normalized [86].
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• WQo : The activation function for cell proliferation due to osteogenic chemical is better
described elsewhere [106]. The threshold value for this activation function was 1x10−3
(mg/ml).
• n: This parameter is related to the slope of the cell proliferation activation function
which is controlled by the chemical threshold value WQo . The value used in the simu-
lations was 10.
• DQo : The diffusion constant of the osteogenic chemical was estimated from numerical
results [14,26] and taken form [106]. The value was 2.88x10−3 mm2/min.
• rQo : The osteogenic chemical production rate was estimated through numerical experi-
mentation using as starting point the value 5x10−5 min−1 [26,106]. After adjustments,
the value used in the simulations was 1x10−5 min−1.
• rVe : There was not information found for the osteogenic electro-chemical production rate
although it is known that electrical stimulation induce synthesis of osteogenic chemi-
cal [8]. Since chemical production is dependent of the strength of the electric field,
this parameter is related to the magnitude of the electric field vector. By numerical
experimentation, the value needed to obtain the desired spatial-temporal patterns was
5.0x10−5 (V · min)−1.
• δQo : The decay coefficient of osteogenic chemical was determined from the mid-life of
some growth factors [107] and an elsewhere reported value [14]. By numerical adjust-
ments the parameter was set to 2x10−3 min−1.
• δQC : The coefficient of osteogenic chemical consumption by osteogenic cells was cal-
culated from the rate of cell proliferation rCo and a concentration of reference for the
osteogenic chemical [26]. Here the parameter was adjusted to 3x10−5 min−1 (ml/cells).
• v¯: The magnitude of the convection velocity used in equation (4.4) accounting for the
constant flux of osteogenic chemical was calculated from the value used by [5,138] when
performing a similar experiment. By numerical experimentation the value finally used
was 1x10−3 mm/min.
A.2 Parameters for the model of blood clotting (Chapter 5)
A.2.1 Dimensionless form of the kinetic reaction equations
Equations (5.1), (5.2) are cast into dimensionless form using reference values for time, space,
thrombin and fibrinogen concentrations, and the electric potential [68]:
t =
−
t · tref (A.1)
x =
−
x · Lref (A.2)
T = u · Tref (A.3)
F = v · Fref (A.4)
Ve = ve · Vref . (A.5)
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Plugging (A.1), (A.5) into (5.1) and (5.2), the dimensionless values yields the dimensionless
form of the kinetic reaction equations for thrombin and fibrinogen including the electrical
effect:
∂u
∂
−
t
= ∇ · (Du∇u− uHu∇ve) + δ − (1− γ1ve)uv2 − ku. (A.6)
∂v
∂
−
t
= ∇ · (Dv∇v + vHv∇ve) + (1 + γ2ve)uv2 + ku+ (1− γ3ve)γ − v. (A.7)
Equations (A.6), (A.7) are a modified form of the glycolysis model used in morphogene-
sis applications [82, 98]. Therefore, the values of the parameters observed in these equations
correspond to the values needed to obtain spatial-temporal patterns resembling fibers per-
meating the simulation domain. Numerical experimentation was employed to determine the
dimensionless values involved in the new terms. Accordingly, the dimensional values can be
obtained as follows:
Du = DT
tref
L2ref
= 1.0 (A.8)
Dv = DF
tref
L2ref
= 0.08 (A.9)
Hu = ET
trefVref
L2ref
= 2.0 (A.10)
Hv = EF
trefVref
L2ref
= 2.0 (A.11)
δ = k1
trefP
Tref
= 1.2 (A.12)
k = k3tref = 0.06 (A.13)
k = k3
trefTref
Fref
= 0.06 (A.14)
γ = k4
trefG
Fref
= 0.03 (A.15)
γ1 = c1Vref = 0.2 (A.16)
γ2 = c2Vref = 0.2 (A.17)
γ3 = c3Vref = 0.2545 (A.18)
1 = k2trefF 2ref (A.19)
1 = k2trefTrefFref (A.20)
1 = k5tref . (A.21)
To reconcile the double representation available for k2 and k3 (as given in Eqs. (A.13),
(A.14) and (A.19), (A.20)), it results convenient to adopt the following convention:
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Tref = Fref = Cref . (A.22)
Additionally, assuming a prothrombin concentration equal to the concentration of granules
released by activated platelets [68], it is possible to reduce the concentrations of prothrombin
and of the released granules to a single parameter as follows:
P = G = Cref . (A.23)
A.2.2 Parameters of the model
• tref : This parameter was taken from a previous numerical approach for the coagulation
of the bone-dental implant interface [68] as 10 minutes.
• Lref : This is the maximum distance between the host bone border and the implant
surface. Considering the region of necrotic tissue after implant placement 0.2 mm wide
[121], and a screw type dental implant with threads 0.35 mm deep, the value of the
parameter is 0.55 mm.
• Cref : The reference concentration is selected from [68] as 1 mg/ml.
• δ: This parameter is obtained by implementing the glycolysis model for stripe-like
spatial-temporal patterns [98] as 1.2.
• γ: This parameter also comes from the implementation of the glycolysis model and has
the value 0.06.
• DT : The diffusion constant for thrombin is obtained from Eq. (A.8) as 5.0417x10−4
mm2s−1 [68]. The value for Du = 1 is obtained from the glycolysis model.
• DF : The diffusion constant for fibrinogen is calculated from Eq. (A.9) as 4.0333x10−5
mm2s−1, a value close to that obtained by using the Einstein’s equation [68]. Dv = 0.08
is obtained from the glycolysis model.
• ET , EF : The sensitivities for the electrical dispersion of both thrombin and fibrinogen
are calculated based on numerical experiments performed to find suitable values for Hu
and Hv. Accordingly, it was found that the dimensionless parameters may have values
within the range [0.5 - 2.0]. However, to obtain the desired spatial-temporal patterns,
both values were fixed to 2.0. Hence, the dimensional parameters are 1.8x10−3 mm2 (V
· s)−1.
• c1, c2: The parameters controlling the electrical activation of the kinetic reaction be-
tween thrombin and fibrinogen were calculated as 0.3636 V−1 using 0.2 as the dimen-
sionless value for both γ1 and γ3.
• c3: Assuming that the activation of platelets by the presence of an EF is similar to the
activation during a thrombocytosis case [68], and considering the maximal EF that can
be applied to the bone-dental implant interface as 750 mV/mm [7, 9], the parameter
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controlling the electrical activation of platelets is calculated as 0.4627 V−1, using 0.2545
for γ3.
• fmax: According to experimental observations [71], a blood clot formed by the conversion
of fibrinogen reaches a fibrin concentration of 2.5 mg/ml, assumed here as the maximal
value of fibrin concentration.
• α, β: These values are taken from a previous numerical implementation [68] as 0.5 s−1
and 0.37 (mg/ml)−1.
• βe: The solution of Eq. (5.3) is conditioned to the following inequality:
1− (β + βeVe)fmax > 0. (A.24)
Accordingly, and considering Ve= 750 mV/mm as the maximal EF to be applied to
the bone-dental implant interface, the value of the parameter βe must be lower than
0.072 (V mg/ml)−1. By numerical experimentation, the value finally used is 0.02 (V
mg/ml)−1.
• W , p: The threshold for the fibrin activation function W is 1, whereas the slope of this
same function is controlled by p = 10.
A.3 Parameters for the model of osteogenesis (Chapter 6)
Most numerical parameters were obtained from previous simulations [68,106]. Additional val-
ues were extracted from the available literature and in the cases where no related information
was found, numerical experimentation was adopted to arrive at suitable values.
Thrombin, fibrinogen and fibrin
DT , DF : The thrombin diffusion constant is set to 5.0417x10−4 mm2/s [68]. The fibrinogen
diffusion constant is 5.647x10−5 mm2/s as in [68].
k1 - k5: The set of parameters involved in the reaction terms are calculated from a dimen-
sionless form of Eqs. (6.1) - (6.2) which corresponds to a modified glycolysis model [68, 83].
The values are 2.0x10−3 s−1, 1.7x10−3 (s (mg/ml)2)−1, 1.0x10−3 s−1, 50x10−6 s−1, and
1.7x10−3 s−1, respectively.
EF , ET : No information was found for the electrical dispersion of both thrombin and
fibrinogen. Therefore, the values are calculated from numerical experiments so as to obtain
spatial-temporal patterns which are biologically meaningful. Accordingly, the value 1.8−3
mm2 (V · s)−1 is set for both parameters.
c1, c2, c3: The electrical control coefficients for thrombin and fibrinogen c1, c2 are both set
to 0.3636 V−1 using numerical experimentation. The electrical control for platelet activation
c3 is calculated assuming that platelets (in the presence of a 750-mV/mm EF) are activated
in a similar way as in during thrombocytosis [68]. Accordingly, the numerical parameter was
calculated as 0.4627 V−1.
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α, β, and βe: The fibrin activation rate α and the the blood quality factor β are 0.5 s−1
and 0.37 (mg/ml)−1 respectively [68]. The electrical blood factor βe is calculated observing
that the denominator of Eq. (6.3) is zero when βe = 0.072 (V mg/ml)−1. Accordingly, the
numerical parameter is set to 0.02 (V mg/ml)−1.
fmax: The maximum concentration of fibrin fmax is obtained from the experimental anal-
ysis of the blood clot composition as 2.5 mg/ml [71].
WF , n: The threshold for the activation function controlled by fibrinogen Wf is 1.2 mg/ml
[106]. The slope n of all the activation/inhibition functions is 10.
Osteogenic Cell Density and Osteogenic Chemical
DCo , DQo : The diffusion constant for both the osteogenic cells and the osteogenic chemical
are taken from [106] as 1.02x10−5 mm2/min and 2.88x10−3 mm2/min respectively.
HQo , ECo : The chemotactic sensitivity of the cells HQo is set to 2.0x10−3 mm2/min
(ml/mg) as in [106]. The electrical sensitivity is derived as 1.0x10−5 from the cell speed
[5, 7] and the maximal EF strength that cells can withstand before undergoing irreversible
electroporation of the membrane [9].
rCo , rQD, rQI , rQo : The production coefficients are taken from [106] as 3.57x10−3 min−1
5.76x10−5 min−1, 1.6x10−4 mg/(ml min), and 1.0x10−6 min−1, respectively. However, rQo was
numerical determined as 5.0x10−5 min−1 so as to obtain osteogenic chemical concentrations
comparable with data on EF cell exposure [60,74].
rQE , rQEI : Since no related experimental data was found, the EF-mediated chemical
production, rQE , is numerically adjusted to 5.0x10−5 min−1. The chemical released by the
electrically activated platelets, rQEI , is also numerically adjusted to 5.0x10−4 (V min)−1.
δCo, δQo, δQC : The death coefficients are 1.388x10−5 min−1, 2x10−3 min−1, and 3x10−5
min−1 (ml/mg), respectively, as in [106].
Ci, WQo : The cell saturation coefficient is set to 1x10−3 cells/ml assuming a normalized
cell density [86]. The threshold for the activation function controlled by the chemical WQo is
1x10−3 mg/ml [106].
Granulation Tissue
rG, rGE : The production rate rG is 8.33x10−5 min−1(ml/mg) [106]. The production rate due
to EF exposure rGE is set to 2.0x10−2 (V min)−1, based on the fact that electrical stimulation
enhances the synthesis of collagen by 20-50 % [60,74].
δG, WCo : The degradation coefficient and the threshold for the activation function con-
trolled by the osteogenic cells are 1.235x10−2 min−1 and 0.5 cells/ml, respectively [106].
Displacements
Emax, Emin, νmax, νmin: The mechanical properties of fibrin fibers were taken from [71] and
adjusted to the values 650 N/m2, 1x10−3 N/m2, 250 and 50, respectively [106].
µ1, µ2: The Lame´ coefficients for fibrin are both assumed equal to the shear viscosity
modulus of elastic polymers and adjusted to 0.3 Pa s as in [106].
τCo , λCo : The individual cell traction constant and the saturation coefficient are based on
[88,139] and adjusted to the values 0.15 (ml/mg)−1 and 2x10−5 (N/m2)·(ml/mg) respectively.
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ao, amax, tmax: The initial radius for an ideal spherical cell is assumed to be 25x10−3
mm [4]. The maximal elongation in the direction perpendicular to the EF is obtained through
the experimental measurements performed on cell elongation [126]. By estimating the elon-
gation values from Fig. 5 in [126], we adopted amax = ao 0.005E+2.10152.1015 , with E = VB/L (see
Section 6.3.1). The maximal time for cell elongation tmax is taken from the same experimental
measurements [126] and is set to 1440 minutes (24 hours).
hU , Wfh, WVeh : Variations in the mechanical properties of the fibrillar network are ob-
tained by changing the physiological conditions and by using electrostimulation [71, 127].
Therefore, in order to obtain changes comparable with data in literature, the coupling coef-
ficient hU is numerically adjusted to 2 (V mg/ml)−1. Furthermore, the threshold values for
the activation functions are set to values ensuring the presence of both fibrin and electric
potential during the modification of the mechanical properties. Accordingly, Wfh= 2 mg/ml,
and WVeh= 1.0x10
−3 V.
Osteogenesis
rBC , rBQ: The control parameters for cell adhesion and cell proliferation are based on ex-
perimental observations on osteoblastic-like cell cultures [140] and adjusted as in [106] to the
values 1 and 75, respectively.
c4, c5: The coefficients for electrical mediation in cell adhesion and cell proliferation are set
to reproduce experimental observations according to which the increment of the bone matrix
(when using electrostimulation) is the order of 10-20 % [61,76]. Therefore, the values are 0.4
and 0.16.
WU : The threshold value for the activation function controlled by the displacements is set
to the minimal displacement of the fibers required to obtain a successful osseointegration of
the dental implant [129]. Accordingly, the value is set to 0.4 mm.
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